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We review the concept of dynamical ensembles in nonequilibrium statistical me-
chanics as specified from an action functional or Lagrangian on spacetime. There,
under local detailed balance, the breaking of time-reversal invariance is quantified
via the entropy flux, and we revisit some of the consequences for fluctuation and
response theory. Frenesy is the time-symmetric part of the path-space action with
respect to a reference process. It collects the variable quiescence and dynamical
activity as function of the system’s trajectory, and as has been introduced under
different forms in studies of nonequilibria. We discuss its various realizations for
physically inspired Markov jump and diffusion processes and why it matters a good
deal for nonequilibrium physics. This review then serves also as an introduction to
the exploration of frenetic contributions in nonequilibrium phenomena.
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3I. INTRODUCTION
Dissipative phenomena are central to nonequilibrium physics, be it in relaxational
processes or in structure formation, in steady transport or in active matter. Entropy
production rates are strictly positive there, [1], reflecting the Clausius heat theorem.
Typical examples include heat conduction networks where a system is coupled to various
thermal baths at different (constant) temperature, shear flow of a viscous liquid between
plates moving at different speeds, molecular motors driven by the hydrolysis of an abundant
ATP-concentration, or the inelastic bouncing of a ball heating up internal vibrational
degrees of freedom. There appear energy, particle or velocity currents in the system from
which it is clear that time-reversibility is broken on the corresponding level of description.
It may also be that the currents flow in a chemo-mechanical configuration space and that
the nonequilibrium gets visible in real space from the fluctuation behavior only. For the
latter we may have in mind membrane or flagella fluctuations in active matter (see e.g.
[2]), or think about diffusion properties that are drastically changed by nonequilibrium
effects (see e.g. [3, 4]). More generally, in stationary nonequilibria time-reversal symmetry
gets broken on some level. It has indeed been understood and since about two decades
how precisely the physical entropy production for systems weakly coupled to equilibrium
reservoirs is also a measure of time-symmetry breaking; see [5–8] for some of the original
references. For example, the relative entropy per unit time between a steady process and
its time-reversal then exactly equals the mean entropy production rate, [6, 7, 9].
Paradoxically however and quite generally, time-symmetric parameters and time-symmetric
observables start to play a new and important role when sufficiently away from close-
to-equilibrium situations. Those variables and parameters are not thermodynamic but
kinetic and it may thus appear that the type and mere number of nonequilibrium features
grows so wildly that constructing a powerful nonequilibrium statistical mechanics outside
the linear regime near equilibrium is hard to conceive. We may well wonder whether
there is an alternative to a case by case detailed analysis of the dynamics. We believe
there is. At least for some restricted class of nonequilibrium situations there does appear
the possibility of a more systematic and less anecdotical approach. For that purpose,
the theory goes on spacetime thereby constructing dynamical ensembles. The possible
paths or trajectories ω of the system in a spacetime window are weighted there via an
4action functional or Lagrangian function of ω. Its time-symmetric part is called the
frenesy and the present paper will give a detailed account of its role in the study of
some nonequilibria. More loosely, we will call certain time-symmetric observables such
as (unoriented) traffic, residence times and dynamical activity, or even time-symmetric
parameters such as prefactors in a reaction rate formula frenetic. As the concept is
rather new, by its nature this paper will treat general features only and the examples
or illustrations will be pedagogical. This takes the form of a complimentary view to
the emphasis on entropy production that has pervaded nonequilibrium thinking since its
conception. The purpose is to explain the role of time-symmetric (in)activity which we
call the frenetic contribution in a variety of nonequilibrium phenomena. At the same time
we promote the view of a Lagrangian statistical mechanics where dynamical ensembles
are defined on spacetime trajectories. Just as the Hamiltonian is central to equilibrium
statistical mechanics, so will entropy and frenesy combine to characterize the appropriate
dynamical ensemble. Apart from the conceptual or theoretically useful points, it must
also be stressed that nowaday experimental aspects of nonequilibrium physics have moved
far beyond macroscopic calorimetry or other thermodynamic measurements. In the 21st
century many optical techniques often combined with data selection have been added
to manipulate and resolve configuration paths in unprecedented ways. Today dynamical
features including frenesy are becoming much more pronounced thanks to the ability
to scan non-thermodynamic information (micro-fluctuations, colloidal trajectories, jump
events in multilevel systems), and the development of a theory on frenesy is therefore timely.
Frenesy picks up aspects of time-symmetric dynamical activity and quiescence (with
inactivity also considered as a form of activity in what follows). The heuristics already
appears for a macroscopic closed and isolated mechanical system. Let us indeed revisit
the usual Boltzmannian set-up where we fix the energy, the volume, the particle number
and possibly other conserved quantities as constraints. There is a many-to-one map which
assigns to every “microscopic” state Γ a condition M = M(Γ). Such an M is most often
a density profile of mass, of momentum or of some form of energy. The entropy of M is
obtained by “counting” (in terms of the Liouville volume of the phase space region) the
number of Γ for which M(Γ) = M . If that number or (phase space) volume is W (M),
the entropy is S(M) = kB logW (M), following Boltzmann. More than only explaining the
5Second Law in terms of initial and final equilibria, Boltzmann was arguing that during
the mechanical evolution S(Mt) grows to reach a maximum, with Mt = M(Γt) for Γt the
micro-state at time t. Indeed, when the physical coarse-graining in terms of the conditions
M has been done appropriately (see [10]), then trajectories Γt may be expected to reach
into ever larger phase space volumes Mt = M(Γt) when started from a random state Γ0
prepared in a condition M0 = M(Γ0) with relatively small volume W (M0). The dissipation
function par excellence is the rate of change of phase space volume for the sequence of
macroscopic conditionsMt, the entropy production rate. Since we may identify S(Meq) with
the Clausius thermodynamic entropy, where Meq corresponds to the overwhelmingly largest
phase space volume given the constraints, we get a first heuristic understanding of the
second law. In summary, that S(Mt) is non-decreasing follows from volume-considerations
where log-volume is entropy, typically to move mechanically from smaller to larger volumes,
to reach the largest entropy given the constraints, called equilibrium.
Clearly that picture sketched briefly above where trajectories are pushed into macroscopic
conditions M with ever larger volumes W (M) needs corrections even before discussing
quantitative aspects. For one, that the size of the phase space region M matters, usually
expressed in terms of thermodynamic state variables, is only half the story, especially when
still a long way from equilibrium. E.g. relaxation times are not (only) thermodynamic.
The trajectory may spend a long time in a condition M and not find ways to reach other
’neighboring’ conditions, for example because of kinetic constraints built from disorder
or induced by many-body interactions. Localization at high energies may for example
prevent dissipation. That is expressed in periods of quiescence or of periodic breathing
where knowing the expected escape rates would quantify the condition much further. As
a way of speaking, not only the size (volume) but also the exit/entrance area (surface)
counts, especially when the trajectory moves in smaller nonequilibrium phase space
regions. Moreover, passing from one condition to another also has a time-symmetric traffic
component which is invisible in the change of volumes (or entropies). Frenesy wants to
quantify that “lingering and trafficking.” Surely far from equilibrium, in conditions with
relatively small phase space volumes, we may expect that frenesy complements entropic
considerations. The frenetic contribution will then reach equal importance to the entropic
one, thence its relevance for nonequilibrium physics.
Secondly, today we manage to monitor “mesoscopic” states x, which live on a much
6finer scale of coarse graining than for the usual thermodynamics. On that third level of
description, between the microscopic laws and the macroscopic behavior, fluctuations can
be made visible and hierarchies of time and length scales appear, [11]. Without macroscopic
limit there is e.g. no unique mesoscopic state x representing equilibrium; rather there
is an equilibrium statistical occupation over various x. Fluctuations, hence also their
time-symmetric sector, are essential on those scales. Response theory must take into
account those time-symmetric fluctuations and not only the fluctuations of and correlations
with dissipation functions (as is the miraculous case for linear response around equilibrium).
The previous heuristics becomes more concrete and less abstract in the following sections.
Yet, the value of the concept of frenesy is in unifying a number of aspects and to reduce
certain phenomena to their frenetic origin. We start in the next section with a brief orienta-
tion about the meaning of nonequilibrium, if only to avoid small problems with terminology.
We continue in Section III with the introduction of key time-symmetric parameters and
observables. Those “activity” parameters are able to select occupation and current charac-
teristics when out-of-equilibrium. Lifting the analyis to spacetime ensembles leads to the
formal definition of frenesy in the context of Markov processes. By that very definition fre-
nesy takes a central role in dynamical fluctuation theory as is explained in Section IV. E.g.
excess escape rates allow the formulation of a variational problem for stationary nonequilib-
ria. Section V discusses the frenetic contribution in response theory. That includes linear
response around nonequilibria as well as nonlinear response around equilibrium. We also
comment there on some particulars of statistical forces, i.e., the induced force on a probe in
a nonequilibrium environment. The Einstein relation between noise and friction is broken
due to the frenetic term in linear response. Two shorter sections end the review. Section
VI searches for the analogue of frenesy in smooth dynamical systems. We have in mind
the example of the standard thermodynamic formalism where e.g. entropy production rate
is identified with phase space contraction rate. Finally, in Section VII we list a number of
experimental studies where the measurability of frenesy has been proven. Especially today
with the exceptional possibilities of manipulating trajectories on micrometer scales there are
interesting and important opportunities to observe frenesy quasi-directly.
7II. WHAT IS NONEQUILIBRIUM?
Nonequilibria are ubiquitous from the largest scales of cosmology, over astrophysics and
plasma physics, to atmosphere dynamics, turbulence and rheology, to life phenomena and
micro-biology all the way to quantum hydrodynamics and nanoscopic transport. Briefly
stated, we recognize nonequilibrium processes from the breaking of time-reversal symmetry.
There are currents in energy, particle, momentum or volume to name the most general
cases. When maintained in a steady state, the system must be open to exchanges of these
same quantities with the external world. The system then maintains a nonequilibrium
condition where again energy, particles,... are dissipated in that environment.
To get some conceptual orientation it probably makes sense to distinguish three stages of
nonequilibrium physics, somewhat in chronological order but overlapping in essential ways
and each being realized today as active fields of research:
1. Nonequilibrium theory provides the basis for understanding the stability of thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. Initial studies in nonequilibrium physics certainly emphasized
the problem of relaxation and return to equilibrium. On mesoscopic levels of de-
scription we deal then with dynamics that satisfy the condition of detailed balance
implementing the microscopic reversibility. The equilibrium condition is characterized
dynamically as one of zero entropy production, while the entropy production rate is
positive outside equilibrium. Linear response theory around equilibrium expresses a
fluctuation–dissipation relation. On a macroscopic level, the dynamics for returning
to equilibrium are characterized by gradient and/or GENERIC flow [12, 13]. It is still
a major program in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics to clarify mathematically
the origin of macroscopic irreversible behavior. Other fascinations include localization
phenomena and glassy dynamics, which have important kinetic ingredients as well.
2. When a system is in contact with well-separated different equilibrium reservoirs to
exchange energy, particles, volume or momentum, we may observe steady transport
and dissipation. Here we use a local version of detailed balance to characterize meso-
scopic dynamics; see already in the next section. Another option is to drive the system
via some time-dependent protocol and when periodic, the system may again enter in
8a nonequilibrium steady state. There is a possibility to quantify “the distance from
equilibrium” via the amplitude of driving nonconservative forces, or via the amount
of time-reversal breaking in the steady state (e.g. measured via relative entropy be-
tween the process and its time-reversal). For the dynamics, the violation of (global)
detailed balance is taken as the key-signature of nonequilibrium. Steady state or
nonequilibrium thermodynamics asks for a macroscopic characterization of resulting
nonequilibrium phases [14]. For small open systems nonequilibrium fluctuation theory
is the central object of study.
3. A system (like a collection of probes) can also be in contact with a nonequilibrium
medium of the type above. Then, particles couple their motion to nonequilibrium
degrees of freedom. A possible example are active particles where spatial translation
is coupled to chemo-mechanical and driven degrees of freedom. Also local detailed
balance gets violated now, and the nonequilibrium extends over a larger number of
scales and levels of descriptions. Many of the problems of biophysics arise exactly
there. At that moment, the notion of entropy production refers to dissipation in a more
distant equilibrium reservoir, which is for example thermostatting a nonequilibrium
medium to which the particles are coupled. Questions on statistical forces, fluctuation
and response behavior and the derivation of Brownian motion induced by contact with
nonequilibria are central here [15].
For what follows in the next sections we will be mostly focusing on steady nonequilib-
ria where the condition of local detailed balance is satisfied. Local detailed balance is a
condition of local dynamical equilibrium, in the sense that the considered updates of the
system are either Hamiltonian or each time involve exchanges of energy or particles with one
equilibrium reservoir at the time only. One should always keep in mind here that words such
as “equilibrium,” “local” and even “system” or “coupling” implicitly refer to a certain scale
of description. Equilibrium versus nonequilibrium is not a purely dynamical distinction but
depends on levels of physical coarse-graining as well. Similarly, whether a process breaks
time-reversal symmetry is in the eye of the beholder. That is not to say that such notions
are subjective as we most often easily agree for good physical reasons on the appropriate
levels of description and on the collection of relevant variables and manipulations.
9III. TIME-SYMMETRIC KINETICS
As alluded at above we are interested in a mesoscopic level of description. The states xt
may be positions or more general system configurations that evolve stochastically because
many degrees of freedom have been integrated out (e.g. in some weak coupling limit) that
have an initial (e.g. thermal) distribution. Another possibility is that we are considering the
approximation for quantum dynamics on the level of the Dirac-Fermi Golden Rule. Discrete
state spaces and indistinguishable particles are normal situations then.
For mathematical concreteness we consider here first the framework of Markov jump pro-
cesses on a finite state space K with elements (states) x, y, . . .. In that way, for the moment,
we pay no special attention to spatial extension or to interactions. A typical context is chem-
ical kinetics or the evolution of spin degrees of freedom. The x may also denote energy levels
or specific chemo-mechanical configurations of a molecule. Throughout we write k(x, y) for
transition rates in the jumps x → y and we assume that the process is irreducible. The
unique stationary distribution is denoted by ν, solution of the stationary Master equation,∑
x,y jν(x, y) = 0, for the expected directed bond-current
jρ(x, y) := ρ(x)k(x, y)− ρ(y)k(y, x) (1)
when the density is ρ. The words ‘density’ and ‘distribution’ refer to the trivial thermody-
namic description for the statistical occupation of the states, imagining many independent
random walkers xt on K. While all that looks extremely simple we still believe it to be a
good starting point, perhaps in the sense of the following quote by David Ruelle [16],
My inclination is to postpone the study of the large–system limit: Since it is
feasible to analyze the nonequilibrium properties of finite systems — as Gibbs
did for their equilibrium properties — it seems a good idea to start there.
That may not answer all questions, but it advances nonequilibrium statistical
mechanics to the point equilibrium had reached after Gibbs.
Let us give the transition rates for the jumps x→ y via the parameterization
k(x, y) = a(x, y) es(x,y)/2 (2)
where the activity parameters are symmetric,
a(x, y) = a(y, x) =
√
k(x, y)k(y, x) (3)
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and the
s(x, y) = −s(y, x) = log k(x, y)
k(y, x)
are antisymmetric. Under the condition of local detailed balance [6, 17–21], one imagines an
environment consisting of spatially separated equilibrium baths, each with fast relaxation.
Then, those s(x, y) give the (discrete) change of entropy per kB in the equilibrium baths
with which energy, volume or particles are exchanged during the system transition x → y.
It even makes sense then to call
S(ω) =
∑
s
s(xs−, xs) (4)
the path-wise entropy flux (per kB) in the environment. The sum is over all the jump times
in the (system) trajectory ω = (xs, 0 ≤ s ≤ t) over the time [0, t], with xs− the state just
before the jump to xs at time s. Note that we thus read the variable changes of the entropy
in the reservoirs in terms of system trajectories. That is highly nontrivial and requires (e.g.
weak coupling and separability) assumptions which is however not the topic of the present
review. See [6, 7, 9] for its introduction in steady nonequilibrium statistical physics. In the
transient regime of time-dependent detailed balance dynamics which is the context of the
Jarzynski relation, there is a similar “thermodynamic” formula introduced by Crooks, [8].
Obviously, a lot of physics and suitable approximations are imagined here, and are mentally
added to the mathematics. The point is of course that those Markov processes are derived
in some limiting regimes from a more microscopic dynamics after some physics inspired
coarse-graining.
Note that in general both the s(x, y) and the a(x, y) are function of system parameters
and external driving, temperature etc. It is also realistic and natural to influence the a(x, y)
without touching the s(x, y). In biological systems, for a given source of low entropy as
defined e.g. by the environment, an organism could change its kinetic parameters to select
a certain condition or to adapt to challenges. It is indeed correct to think that the activity
parameters a(x, y) enter the stationary distribution ν whenever they vary over the bonds
(x, y) but surprisingly, that is not the case under (global) detailed balance. As is well known
indeed, whenever there is a potential V so that for all bonds (x, y) where a(x, y) 6= 0 we have
s(x, y) = (V (x)− V (y)) /(kBT ), then the stationary distribution is the Gibbs equilibrium
νeq ∼ exp−V/(kBT ) for potential V at temperature T . Properties of relaxation to that νeq
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do depend on the a(x, y)’s but the stationary occupation fluctuations do not. The activities
a(x, y)’s do however become crucially relevant also for stationary properties from the moment
the condition of (global) detailed balance gets broken. That concerns both occupation and
current selections. Network control, either by humans, machines or by nature at large, will
therefore be able to take advantage of managing time-symmetric kinetics for creating handles
to selectivity.
A. Population selection
Nonequilibrium aspects may reveal the specific kinetics that was already there under
detailed balance but was unnoticed in the equilibrium distribution. Specifically, the a(x, y)’s
of above may have an important impact on population selection. That is not surprising from
a mathematical point of view, but it remains physically interesting to see how that works and
how the occupations indeed may be selected via time-symmetric kinetics. There is a wide
plethora of examples ranging from cosmology to micro-biology. We can think about Fermi
acceleration for the abundance of high-energy particles and the origin of cosmic radiation
[22] or about the mechanism of kinetic proofreading for assuring the appropriate relative
expression of proteins or for obtaining increased specificity, [23].
Here we present some elementary considerations and examples.
Example III.1 (blowtorch theorem). The blowtorch theorem is not so much a mathematical
theorem as it is a physical understanding that entropy production principles or versions of
heterogeneous thermodynamics alone cannot suffice to identify steady-state distributions in
the more interesting regimes of nonequilibrium physics. The idea goes back to Landauer;
see [24]. In the paper [25] the following more precise formulation is chosen.
Jump processes as above in (2) can be seen as random walks on a graph G. The vertices are
the states x ∈ K and the oriented edges are made by the bonds (x, y) where a(x, y) 6= 0.
The process takes oriented paths on G where the random walker jumps over a sequence
of bonds (x0, x1), (x1, x2), . . . , (xn−2, xn−1), (xn−1, xn). For the Markov process we simply
denote a path by ω like in (4) and we write S(ω) for the total entropy flux (per kB):
S(ω) := s(x0, x1) + s(x1, x2) + . . . + s(xn−2, xn−1) + s(xn−1, xn). In the case of (global)
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detailed balance,
S(ω) =
1
kBT
(V (x0)− V (xn)) , when s(x, y) = (V (x)− V (y)) /(kBT )
but otherwise it depends on the details of the path, and not only on its beginning and
end. We introduce next a heat order, writing x  y whenever S(ω) ≥ 0 for all paths ω
from y = x0 to x = xn. I.e., two states are heat ordered when all ways of going from one
to the other are dissipative (either all exo- or all endothermic). It is shown in [25] that
x  y implies ν(x) ≥ ν(y) in the stationary distribution ν, even when there is no detailed
balance. Yet it is common in natural models to find many pairs of states x∗ and y∗ that
are not heat-ordered: there is a path ω1 : x
∗ −→ y∗ with S(ω1) ≥ 0, and there is a path
ω2 : x
∗ −→ y∗ with S(ω2) < 0. Then neither x∗  y∗ nor y∗  x∗ holds. The blowtorch
theorem of [25] states that in that case we can always produce either ν(x∗) > ν(y∗) or
ν(x∗) < ν(y∗) by (only) changing the time-symmetric a(x, y)’s.
In other words, the time-symmetric activity parameters decide on the stationary relative
occupation when the states are not heat-ordered. That has interesting implications
and provides possible applications. We or nature indeed can start to manufacture the
time-symmetric kinetics to produce the required, correct or best levels of population.
Some levels may become over-abundant with respect to equilibrium. That occurs in many
natural systems but also in more extreme cases of population inversion. Here comes first
the simplest set-up as described first in [26, 27].
Example III.2 (population inversion). Consider a multilevel system where energies E(x) are
associated to states x = 1, 2, . . . , N . The detailed balance Markov jump process would have
purely thermal transition rates,
k(x+ 1, x) = a(x+ 1, x) exp(E(x)− E(x+ 1))/(2kBT )
for the jumps (only) between neighboring energy levels in an equilibrium bath at temperature
T . We think of independent particles occupying those different (non-degenerate) energy
levels. The constants a(x, x+1) = a(x+1, x) parameterize the undirected activity between
levels x and x + 1 and possibly still depend on energies and temperature, much like in
Arrhenius to Kramers reaction rate theory, [28]. The stationary occupation follows the
Gibbs equilibrium prescription νeq(x) =
1
Z
exp−E(x)/kBT , independent of the kinetic (time-
symmetric) activity parameters a(x, y). Let us for simplicity assume that the energies can
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be linearly ordered, E(1) < E(2) . . . < E(N). At low temperature (compared to the energy
differences) mostly the low lying energy levels (say states x = 1 and x = 2) will be occupied.
In contrast with that Boltzmann-Gibbs scenario of occupation we now want to overpopulate
the higher energy levels. For that purpose we drive the system by energizing particles. We
can do that by introducing a (new) transition between levels 1 and N (the lowest and highest
energy):
k(1, N) = b = k(N, 1) > 0
thereby creating a loop in the graph of transitions. Now the particles undergo both big losses
and big gains of energy symmetrically, by an external mechanism (pump): the particles
move back and forth between the lowest and the highest energy levels. Of course, once
they reach the highest energy they could cascade down thermally and fast at sufficiently low
temperature T . Yet, the system is out-of-equilibrium now with a new stationary distribution
ν where the reactivities or activity parameters a(x, x + 1) start to matter much, especially
at large b and low kBT . Let us indeed make thermal escape from the highest energy level
difficult by choosing
a(N,N − 1) = e−F/kBT exp(E(N − 1)− E(N))/(2kBT )
with large barrier F/kBT ≫ 1. The particles get essentially trapped at the highest energy
level, after being sent there at rate b from the lowest energy level. There only remains an
infinite temperature bridge between the highest and the lowest energy level. Then, the new
stationary distribution ν (depending also on b and F ) shows population inversion in the
sense that the highest energy level will be highly occupied as b and F/(kBT ) grow large,
leading to an effective temperature
Teff(N) :=
E(N)− E(1)
kB
(log
ν(1)
ν(N)
)−1 ≫ T (5)
as a measure of occupation of the high-energy level compared to the ground state.
Similar considerations can be made in a more general set-up where the escape rates
gradually decrease as the energy gets larger. In fact, in exactly that same way we get a
general scenario for the origin of suprathermal tails in nonequilibrium velocity distributions
ν(~v), [29].
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Example III.3 (Nonmaxwellians). We leave for a moment the context of jump processes and
we consider the Fokker-Planck equation for the time-dependent velocity distribution ρ(~v, t)
of a dilute gas in three spatial dimensions:
∂ρ
∂t
(~v, t) =
1
v2
∂
∂v
(
γ(v)
m
v2 [v ρ(~v, t) +
kBT
m
∂ρ
∂v
(~v, t)]
)
+
1
v2
∂
∂v
(
v2
B(v)
m2
∂ρ
∂v
(~v, t)
)
(6)
When B(v) = 0 there is detailed balance, and the Maxwell distribution νMax(~v) appears as
the stationary solution of (6),
v νMax +
kBT
m
∂νMax
∂v
= 0
independent of the choice of the friction parameter γ(v) > 0. Yet, from the moment we add
the second diffusion in (6), taking B(v) 6= 0, the system falls out of equilibrium and the
specific dependence of γ(v) on v starts to matter greatly. We may easily get localization at
high energies, which results in suprathermal tails for the nonequilibrium stationary velocity
distribution. The γ(v) and the B(v) play here the role of kinetic time-symmetric parameters,
similar to the a(x, y) with F and b in the above jump processes. As an example, if γ(v) ∝
v−3, B(v) ∝ v−1 for large v, then the stationary solution ν(~v) of (6) verifies a power-law
decay for large speeds:
ν(~v) ∝ 1
v2κ
, v ↑ ∞ (7)
with power-law exponent κ being determined by further parameters such as mass, equilib-
rium temperature and the nature of the driving. That is what really happens in space plas-
mas where those kappa-distributions (7) have indeed been observed and are well established,
[30]. There, the γ(v) is derived from Coulomb scattering and the B(v) gets its dependence
from the diffusive acceleration of electrons or ions in time-dependent electromagnetic fields
in a turbulent plasma; see [29].
B. Current characteristic
Also various aspects of a steady current may be influenced by the time-symmetric
a(x, y)’s. That can refer to the magnitude of the current of course, but also to its di-
rection. We give two simple examples. The first one is an active Browian particle moving
in a landscape which is governed by an internal three-state process. A similar toy-model is
described in [31].
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Example III.4. [Generating emf] Consider a probe moving diffusively on the ring, Y ∈ S1,
and coupled to a driven system with three states x = 0, 1, 2. In that sense the probe is an
active Brownian particle as its translation is coupled to another (discrete internal) degree of
freedom. We imagine the coupling via an interaction energy U(Y, x) and for the three-state
system we take the transition rates of the general form (2),
k(0, 1) = a(Y ) e
β
2
[U(Y,0)−U(Y,1)+ε], k(1, 0) = a(Y ) e
β
2
[U(Y,1)−U(Y,0)−ε]
k(1, 2) = b(Y ) e
β
2
[U(Y,1)−U(Y,2)+ε], k(2, 1) = b(Y ) e
β
2
[U(Y,2)−U(Y,1)−ε] (8)
k(2, 0) = c(Y ) e
β
2
[U(Y,2)−U(Y,0)+ε], k(0, 2) = c(Y ) e
β
2
[U(Y,0)−U(Y,2)−ε]
The parameter ε ≥ 0 is the driving amplitude along the cycle 0→ 1→ 2. Observe that the
activity parameters a(Y ), b(Y ), c(Y ) are made to depend on the position Y of the probe.
All functions of Y are periodic obviously, and a thermal bath at inverse temperature β 6= 0
plays the role of environment. The rates (8) satisfy local detailed balance with ε 6= 0
causing time-reversal breaking (in irreversible dissipation). The stationary distribution of
(8) at fixed probe position Y is denoted by νY .
To understand the motion of the probe when coupled quasistatically to its internal degree
of freedom, we look at the statistical force f(Y ) on the probe. We will revisit that concept
in Section VC4. It is the mean force when the probe is held fixed at position Y , obtained
from averaging the mechanical force −U ′(Y, x) = −dU(Y, x)/dY over x,
f(Y ) = −U ′(Y, 1) νY (1)− U ′(Y, 0)νY (0)− U ′(Y, 2)νY (2)
= −U ′(Y, 0) + u′(Y ) νY (1) + v′(Y ) νY (2) (9)
for νY (x), x = 0, 1, 2, the stationary occupation of the driven three-level system (8), and
where
u(Y ) = U(Y, 0)− U(Y, 1), v(Y ) = U(Y, 0)− U(Y, 2)
The idea is that the probe (say of mass M) will (in infinite time-separation from its fast
internal degree of freedom) have a dynamics of the form
MY¨t = f(Yt)− γ M Y˙t +
√
2MγkBT ξt, Yt ∈ S1
where the friction γ and the white noise ξt are due to the thermal bath. Whether a probe-
current will develop depends on the presence of a rotational part in the force f(Y ).
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We know from the previous subsection that the occupation law can be modified drastically
by the activity parameters when ε 6= 0, and hence we expect here also that the statistical
force f in (9) will change significantly depending on the choice of a(Y ), b(Y ), c(Y ). To
illustrate that let us simplify to the case where u(Y ) = v(Y ), in which case the rotational
part of the force (9) is
emf :=
∮
dY f(Y ) = −
∮
dY u′(Y ) νY (0) (10)
Obviously, when ε = 0 (detailed balance) there is no current, whatever the a(Y ), b(Y ), c(Y ),
because then f(Y ) = kBT (d/dY ) log
∑
x e
−βU(Y,x). Next suppose that the activity parame-
ters are “thermodynamic” in the sense that a(Y ), b(Y ), c(Y ) (as functions of Y ) are (just)
functions of u(Y ). Then, clearly, also νY (0) = G
′(u(Y )) for some function G, and emf = 0
from (10). It is therefore necessary that the activity parameters are (truly) kinetic for there
to be a probe current (no matter how large the driving ε).
To make everything more explicit we may compute the stationary distribution for ε ↑ ∞,
and take a(Y ) = b(Y ) = δ(Y ) c(Y ) (keeping also u(Y ) = v(Y )) for δ(Y ) = O(δ) of the order
of some small δ: then surely,
νY (0) = g0(u(Y )) + δ(Y ) g1(u(Y )) +O(δ
2)
and it will be the “twist” between the Y−dependence in δ(Y ) versus in u(Y ), that will
generate a probe-current via the emf (10); see more in [31]. For a nonzero gradient force in
(9) we need not only that the (fast) three-level system is driven (ε 6= 0) but also that there
is some “incommensurability” between the activity parameters as function of the probe and
the thermodynamic variables such as the energy and the entropy fluxes as function of the
probe. There are various ways to be mathematically precise about that incommensurability,
but here we suffice by referring to (10) to state that we need
∮
dY u′(Y ) g1(u(Y )) δ(Y ) 6= 0
to generate a probe current in order δ.
Example III.5 (molecular motor). Consider a dimer for a random walker, i.e., a walker
occupying two neighboring sites (x, x+ 1) on the integers, somewhat similar to a molecular
motor like Myosin having two heads walking on an asymmetric substrate; see [32]. There
is also an upright position of the walker, where it stands up on one site. There is no direct
transition from one horizontal position (x, x+1) to a next one, (x+1, x+2) to the right or
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(x − 1, x) to the left. It must pass via an upright position at x + 1, respectively at x after
which it falls flat again. The transition rates are, for x ∈ Z,
k((x, x+ 1)→ x) = a, k((x, x+ 1)→ x+ 1) = b
k(x→ (x, x+ 1)) = k(x→ (x− 1, x)) = c
The driving is more subtle here as it is the left-right asymmetry in the substrate a 6= b that
makes the reactivities for standing up at x versus standing up at x + 1 different when the
dimer is flat on (x, x + 1). Clearly, the difference between a and b will make the dimer
move. If a < b, it will happen more often that the dimer tumbles to the right producing a
current in that direction.
It is also essential to realize that the activity parameters may depend on external factors.
The driving amplitude could modify the reactivities. One reason is that the escape rates
or the trapping behavior may very well change with external driving. It implies that the
currents may be steered to certain regimes. We give the simplest example and how it
relates to negative differential conductivities.
Example III.6. [inverse effect] There have by now been various studies concerning the phe-
nomenon of “getting more from pushing less” [33]. We come back to negative differential
conductivities in Section VC3, but here we give the simplest case.
As every Markov jump process is essentially a random walker (possibly on a very complicated
graph), we can as well start there and with the simplest architecture. Let x ∈ Z be the posi-
tion of a walker jumping to nearest neighbor sites with rates k(x, x±1) = a(β, ǫ) exp[±βǫ/2].
The β refers to an inverse temperature and ǫ is the external field. For ǫ > 0 there
is a bias to move to the right. The log-ratio log k(x, x + 1)/k(x + 1, x) = βǫ is the
entropy flux per kB. That is the Joule heat over temperature in the environment cor-
responding to the external work done on the walker to make it move one step to the
right. Together with the activity parameter a(β, ǫ), the driving modifies the escape rate
ξ(x) = k(x, x + 1) + k(x, x − 1) = 2a(β, ǫ) cosh(βǫ/2). Similarly, the current (to the right)
is influenced as
J = 2a(β, ǫ) sinh(βǫ/
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In the linear regime for small external field, we have J = a(β, 0) β ǫ with β ǫ≪ 1. That means
that a(β, 0) relates to the diffusion constant in equilibrium; see more in Section VC1. On
the other hand, for large enough βǫ, the behavior of J gets significantly influenced by a(β, ǫ).
That amplitude may for example start to decrease when a(β, ǫ) is sufficiently decreasing in
ǫ, which would mean that the current J decreases under increased external field ǫ for large
enough ǫ. In richer architectures, one can also observe current reversals; see [34].
C. Definition of frenesy
We next lift the idea of time-symmetric activity to path-space, just like (4) is doing for the
(time-antisymmetric) dissipation. We still consider Markov jump processes as in (2). Tra-
jectories, here piecewise constant, consist of either “waiting” or “jumping” events. Between
the jump times are intervals of waiting, the length of which is exponentially distributed with
parameter given by the escape rate
ξ(x) :=
∑
y
k(x, y)
when in state x. If there is a density ρ(x) over the states, then the expected escape rate is
1
2
∑
x,y τρ(x, y) in terms of the traffic
τρ(x, y) := ρ(x)k(x, y) + ρ(y)k(y, x) (11)
That expected traffic over the bond (x, y) is, in contrast with jρ(x, y) in (1), the symmetric
non-directional current, a measure of dynamical activity as it gives the expected number of
transitions/jumps (symmetrically) between x and y per unit time given the density ρ. In
fact, the traffic is a potential for the current in the sense that with (2),
∂τρ
∂s(x, y)
=
1
2
jρ(x, y)
Those escape rates obviously attend to hidden degrees of freedom and result from coarse
graining. If we have a trajectory ω = (xs, 0 ≤ s ≤ t) over the time [0, t], then the time-
integrated escape rate (path-wise escape) is
Esc(ω) :=
∫ t
0
ds ξ(xs) (12)
depending on the path ω. It is obviously symmetric under time-reversal: Esc(ω) = Esc(θω)
for (θω)s = xt−s, s ∈ [0, t]. In contrast, the path-wise entropy flux per kB of (4), S(ω) =
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−S(θω), is antisymmetric under time-reversal. Esc(ω) is nonzero even when there are no
transitions at all in the path ω, and all is asleep, [35].
There is however also a time-symmetric component in the jumping or motion itself. By
being symmetric, the activity parameters (3) contribute in the same way to the jump rates
for the original as for the time-reversed trajectory. For each path ω we therefore consider
the activated traffic
Act(ω) :=
∑
s
log
a(xs− , xs)
a0
(13)
where the sum is over all jump times in ω and a0 is a (small but constant) reference
frequency for the process. When the a(x, y) are constant, then Act ∼ T where T (ω) is the
traffic, the total number of (unoriented) jumps in ω. The stationary expectation of (13)
per unit time is act(ν) = 1
2
∑
x,y τν(x, y) log a(x, y)/a0 in terms of the traffic (11) again.
The activated traffic Act(ω) and the path-wise escape Esc(ω) are both time-symmetric but
the first is related to jumps (hence, leaving the state) and the second is related to waiting
(hence, being in the state). We will see later in Section IVB in what sense they can be
considered a Legendre pair.
We call frenesy associated to the path ω, the quantity
D(ω) := Esc(ω)− Act(ω)
=
∫ t
0
ds
∑
y
k(xs, y)−
∑
s
log a(xs− , xs)/a0 (14)
D is obviously time-symmetric, Dθ = D.
The expectation of the frenesy is a weighted sum over the local bond-traffic,
〈D〉µ =
∫ t
0
ds
∑
x,y
µs(x) k(x, y) [1− log a(x, y)/a0]
where µs solves the Master equation. Its stationary value per unit time is
1
t
〈D〉 = 1
2
∑
x,y
τν(x, y) [1− log a(x, y)/a0]
in terms of the expected stationary traffic τν(x, y) between states x, y.
We are most often interested in changes in frenesy (more than in absolute values). What
matters are excesses or differences in frenesy, as we are used to also in the case of ther-
modynamic potentials. We write the differences as ∆D = D − Dref and ∆S = S − Sref
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when we compare the frenesies and the entropy fluxes with respect to some (for the moment
arbitrary) reference process. For the entropy we refer to (4). It is then easy to see that
Prob[ω]
Probref[ω]
= e−A(ω), A = ∆D − 1
2
∆S (15)
in which we introduced the action A that allows to move between dynamical ensembles. If
no confusion exists concerning the reference ensemble we abbreviate the trajectory weight
simply as
Prob[ω] ∼ e−D(ω)+ 12S(ω) (16)
The above finally inspires a more general definition of frenesy. We call excess in frenesy
the time-symmetric part in the action for the relative weight of trajectories in
the new process with respect to an original (reference) process.
Below we give some other realizations of (15)–(16). Various techniques of deriving the
action A and its decomposition in entropic and frenetic parts are contained in [9] and belong
in the general theory of stochastic calculus under the name of Cameron-Martin and Girsanov
theorems. The main point is to understand in explicit terms the change of measure, [38].
Evidently, formula (16) has a meaning that goes far beyond its mathematical derivation
(which we skip). First, it wants to specify weights on spacetime trajectories, which is
the ambition of a Lagrangian statistical mechanics. Instead of concentrating on fixed-time
distributions, we speak about dynamical ensembles. The formulæ (15)–(16) prescribe how to
make them. Instead of specifying the nonequilibrium dynamics with Master equations or via
Fokker-Planck equations, we collect the necessary information in two essential quantities,
S from (stochastic) thermodynamics (entropy fluxes under a condition of local detailed
balance), and D from kinetics (escape rates and traffic). Taking the mechanical analogy, we
may think of S as the “potential” part (like the potential energy in a Lagrangian) and D
would then take the role of kinetic energy.
Secondly, dynamical ensembles with such weights are relevant to see the dynamical behavior
and fluctuations in particular: the system takes such paths as to maximize the entropy fluxes
while minimizing the frenesy. Dominant pathways may change from one reference case to
another according to the dynamical principle summarized in (16). That can in fact already be
applied usefully under the condition of detailed balance; see e.g. [36]. In molecular dynamics
simulation of glass formation, a similar frenetic order parameter is investigated in [37]. In
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the following sections we will see more use of that (also) for (stationary) nonequilibria. In
the event that the changed process does not modify the activity parameters a(x, y), we only
need to care about the change in the escape rates. Then ∆D = ∆Esc, obtained from (14).
That corresponds also to the diffusion cases considered below.
1. Overdamped diffusion
A first case are overdamped diffusion processes, say in the case of a Brownian particle
with position xt ∈ Rn,
x˙t = χ · F (xt) +
√
2kBT χ ξt, ξt = standard white noise (17)
The mobility χ is a positive definite n× n-matrix not depending on x (for simplicity only)
in front of the total force given by
F (x) = h f(x) + g(x)
We want the excess frenesy and entropy flux per kB, for h 6= 0 with respect to the (reference)
dynamics with h = 0. The result is
D(ω) =
h2β
2
∫ t
0
ds f · χf + hβ
∫ t
0
ds f · χ g + h
∫ t
0
ds χ∇ · f (18)
S(ω) = h β
∫ t
0
dxs ◦ f(xs)
The stochastic integral with the ◦ is in the sense of Stratonovich. We see that here the
highest order is quadratic in the excess parameter h. We can also specify to the case where
instead, in (17),
F = ǫf −∇U
for a potential U . Then, f stands for the nonconservative (or rotational) part of the force
F with strength ǫ. The reference dynamics satisfies the condition of detailed balance (time-
reversibility) when ǫ = 0. The excess frenesy in taking 0→ ǫ equals
D(ω) =
ǫ2β
2
∫ t
0
ds f · χf − ǫβ
∫ t
0
ds f · χ∇U + ǫ
∫ t
0
ds χ∇ · f (19)
The entropy flux per kB remains β times the work done by the nonconservative force.
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Perhaps the expression (19) does not speak totally by itself. Then it is good to see how
it is obtained by a limiting procedure starting from a jump process.
Consider a lattice mesh δ > 0 for x ∈ δZ, and a walker with detailed balance transition
rates
ko(x, x± δ) = D exp−β
2
[U(x± δ)− U(x)], D > 0
We introduce driving in new rates given by
k(x, x± δ) = ko(x, x± δ) exp
[βǫδ
2
f(x, x± δ)]
Since the activity parameters do not change with ǫ, we only have to see here for the change
in escape rates and we must calculate the excesses
k(x, x+ δ)− ko(x, x+ δ) + k(x, x− δ)− ko(x, x− δ)
which to order δ2 equal
D (1− βδ
2
U ′(x))
[βǫδ
2
f(x, x+ δ) +
β2ǫ2δ2
8
f 2(x, x+ δ)
]
+ D (1 + βδ
2
U ′(x))
[βǫδ
2
f(x, x− δ) + β
2ǫ2δ2
8
f 2(x, x− δ)]
=
Dβ2ǫ2δ2
8
[f 2(x, x+ δ) + f 2(x, x− δ)] + Dβǫδ
2
[f(x, x+ δ)− f(x− δ, x)]
− Dβ
2δ2ǫ
4
U ′(x) [f(x, x+ δ) + f(x− δ, x)]
Finally, setting Dβ = χ and f(x, x) = f(x),
lim
δ↓0
2
δ2
[k(x, x+ δ)− ko(x, x+ δ) + k(x, x− δ)− ko(x, x− δ)] =
=
χβ
2
ǫ2f 2(x) + χǫf ′(x)− χβǫf(x)U ′(x) (20)
which we now recognize in (19) (in one dimension).
2. Underdamped diffusion
Next we take the example of a Langevin dynamics for a particle with mass m, position
qt and velocity vt, in one-dimensional notation,
q˙t = vt
mv˙t = [F (qt)−mγvt] +
√
2D ξt (21)
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where γ is the constant friction and ξt is always standard white process. The (symmetric
matrix, in general) D governs the variance of that noise. The Einstein relation between γ and
D introduces the inverse temperature β of the environment: γ = βD. The nonequilibrium
resides possibly in the force F = ǫf − ∇qU where f may correspond to a bulk driving.
The (generalized) detailed balance case has ǫ = 0 but the time-reversal transformation must
include the flipping of the velocities along the trajectory.
We compute the action for the change of process when 0 → ǫ. We have (again without
putting ∆D and ∆S for the differences)
Probǫ(ω)
Prob0(ω)
= exp
[
−D(ω) + S(ω)
2
]
with
D(ω) =
ǫ2
2
∫ t
0
dsf · D−1f − ǫ
∫ t
0
ds f · D−1∇U −mǫ
∫ t
0
dvs ◦ D−1f (22)
S(ω) = ǫβ
∫ t
0
ds v · f (23)
S equals the work done by the nonconservative force f , times β. The frenesy D consists of
several terms related to the kinetics, as explained for (19).
For a case of boundary driven underdamped dynamics we can check e.g. the heat con-
duction networks in [39]. We consider the process P κβ corresponding to the underdamped
dynamics,
q˙i = pi, i ∈ V
p˙i = −∂U
∂qi
(q), i ∈ V \ ∂V (24)
p˙i = −∂U
∂qi
(q)− γκipi +
√
2γ
βi
ξi(t), i ∈ ∂V
Here qi, pi are respectively the position and the momentum at site i, both scalars.
The “volume” V consists of the vertices of a graph, thought to be a piece of crystal
lattice. That volume has a boundary ∂V (some selection of sites) to which the various
equilibrium heat baths are coupled. There, at those boundary sites, Langevin forces are
added with friction γκi at i ∈ ∂V and noise amplitude γ/βi; the rest of the dynamics is
Hamiltonian with potential U being e.g. a sum over interaction potentials defined over
the bonds of the graph. We see there is generalized detailed balance when the κiβi = β,
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∀i ∈ ∂V , corresponding to a unique environment temperature β−1. Then indeed, the
process (24) is generalized reversible with respect to the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution
νeq(q, p) ∝ exp−βH , for H =
∑
i∈V p
2
i /2 + U(q) where U may consist of a self-energy and
some local interaction: when the κiβi = β for all boundary sites, then P
κ
β = P
κ
βΘ where
(Θω)s = (−pt−s, qt−s) is the time-reversal on phase-space trajectories ω = ((ps, qs), s ∈ [0, t]).
The evolution (24) becomes a nonequilibrium dynamics for κi ≡ 1. Then, we really
have different temperatures ∼ β−1i at the boundary sites. There is a corresponding (excess)
frenesy (in going from κi = β/βi → κi = 1) which is equal to
D(ω) = −
∑
i∈∂V
(
1
2
(β − βi)[pi(t)− pi(0)] + γ β
2 − β2i
βi
∫ t
0
p2i (t) dt
)
(25)
Apparently, its time-extensive part is directly related to a weighted time-integrated kinetic
energy at the boundary, as measure of dynamical activity. We can see indeed how the
activated traffic is related to kinetic energy; see also Section IVD.
3. Time-dependent diffusion
Let us also add a time-dependent example. Consider the following dynamics (in one-
dimensional notation for simplicity) for position xt and velocity vt of a probe in a thermal
medium where the external force changes with time:
x˙t = vt
v˙t = −γ vt + F (xt, λt) +
√
2γT ξt
where we put the mass equal to one, γ > 0 is a damping and T is the temperature of
the environment. The time-dependence of the force F is governed by a protocol for the
parameter λt.
As a reference process we take the homogeneous Langevin dynamics
x˙t = vt
v˙t = −γ vt +
√
2γT ξt
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without external force.
The time-dependent process P can be expressed with respect to the reference process
P (ω) = e−A(ω,λ) Pref(ω)
for trajectories ω = ((xs, vs), 0 ≤ s ≤ t), in terms of an action A with
4γT A(ω, λ) =
∫ t
0
ds
[
(v˙s + γvs − F (xs, λs))2 − (v˙s + γvs)2
]
=
∫ t
0
ds
[−2v˙sF (xs, λs)− 2γvsF (xs, λs) + F (xs, λs)2] (26)
In the above generality there is only one immediate symmetry transformation, which is
time-reversal θ under which θ(xs, vs) = (xt−s,−vt−s). For the protocol, we reverse it via
(θλ)s = λt−s.
Then, we have from (26),
S(ω) = A(θω, θλ)−A(ω, λ) = 1
T
∫ t
0
ds vs F (xs, λs)
which we recognize as the time-integrated power divided by temperature, which is instantly
dissipated as Joule heat in the environment. That gives the entropy change S in the en-
vironment per kB, as function of the particle trajectory ω and for given protocol λs, 0 ≤ s ≤ t.
For the frenesy D = (Aθ +A)/2 we find
D(ω) =
1
4γT
∫ t
0
ds
[
F (xs, λs)
2 − 2 v˙sF (xs, λs)
]
where the first term refers to an escape rate and the second term (with Stratonovich integral)
to the traffic. Note that it depends also on the acceleration v˙s. For small γ and T , γT ≪ vF ,
we see however that D(ω) ≃ − 1
4γT
∫ t
0
ds F (xs, λs)
2 entirely in terms of the force.
For the harmonic oscillator
F (xt, λt) = −λtxt
with changing spring constant λt we get the frenesy in the form
Dho(ω) =
1
4γT
∫ t
0
ds
[
λ2s x
2
s + 2 λs v˙s xs
]
which is relevant for an underdamped particle in a time-dependent harmonic trap. Similar
expressions are easily derived in the overdamped case as well.
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4. Boundary driven Kawasaki process
To end we go back to Markov jump processes and we give the frenesy for an interacting
boundary driven Kawasaki dynamics.
We consider the interval {1, 2, . . . , N} of sites i that carry at most one particle, x(i) = 0, 1
(vacant or occupied). The bulk dynamics is governed by a Hamiltonian
H(x) = κ
N−1∑
i=1
x(i)x(i + 1)− µ
N∑
i=1
x(i)
giving here the energy of a system of indistinguishable particles making configuration
x = (x(i), i = 1, . . . , N) ∈ {0, 1}N . We work with bulk entropy fluxes s(x, y) =
(H(x) − H(y))/kBT to an equilibrium environment at temperature T . The bulk transi-
tions x→ y are particle hopping to a nearest neighbor site if that one is empty. At the two
edges (left and right) particles can enter or leave the system. That is summarized in the
usual transition rates
k(x, y) = a(x, y) e[H(x)−H(y)]/(2kBT )
except for the left boundary where, when x = y except for y(1) = 1− x(1), we make
k(x, y) =
(
e−δβ/2x(1) + eδβ/2(1− x(1)) ) a(x, y) eH(x)−H(y)/(2kBT ) (27)
It is easy to verify that whenever δ = 0 in (27), then the dynamics satisfies the condition
of detailed balance with respect to the grand canonical Gibbs distribution (at inverse tem-
perature β and with chemical potential µ), in the sense that for all particle configurations
x, y,
k(x, y) exp[−βH(x)] = k(y, x) exp[−βH(y)]
For δ 6= 0 detailed balance is broken and the left edge gets connected with a chemical reservoir
with chemical potential µ + δ. In that case the stationary distribution is very complicated
and in general unknown, but we know there will then appear a stationary particle current
from left to right when δ > 0. Since we let a(x, y) not to depend on δ, the excess frenesy is
only due to the change in escape rates,
D(ω) =
∫ t
0
ds
(
xs(1)[e
−δβ/2 − 1] + (1− xs(1))[eδβ/2 − 1]
)
(28)
and, in ω, depends only on the total occupation time at the left edge. Observe that there is
no trace of the particle interaction in that time-symmetric path-variable.
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Remark III.7. The emphasis on dynamical ensemble and the approach of presenting the
action does not need to start from Markov dynamics (as was the case above). Lagrangian
statistical mechanics and model building can also depart directly from giving the action in
terms of an entropic and frenetic part even without explicitly referring to a dynamics. That is
not incompatible with approaches that go under the name of maximum entropy or maximum
caliber principle, but only when frenesy is taken into account might there be the hope to
obtain an ensemble relevant for nonequilibrium physics also away from close-to-equilibrium
regimes.
Remark III.8. That the time-symmetric and kinetic features of path-space distributions mat-
ter is not surprising of course, and also not original. In the past people have been observing
that non-thermodynamic aspects truly matter for nonequilibrium purposes, [24], and books
have been written about e.g. the essence of quiescence in biological systems, [40]. Obvi-
ously, dynamical activity has been discussed at length in recent years in contexts of trapping
models, or dynamical phase transitions, or when there are kinetic constraints. In particular
it has given rise to a new paradigm for glassy dynamics. The glass transition becomes an
order–disorder phenomenon in spacetime, with dynamical activity as order parameter [41].
More on large deviations of spacetime trajectories and on dynamical phase transitions was
then treated in [44, 74, 132].
The more general and earliest push, at least for the author, to be systematic in nonequi-
librium steady states about that time-symmetric part has come from response theory.
As we discussed in [45] the fluctuation symmetry for the entropy production, while non-
perturbative and giving many identities, as such fails to give information about the time-
symmetric sector. From then on, a mixed terminology was used with words like “activity”
and “traffic” dominating the discussions. The word “frenetic” first appeared then in [46].
Still later we settled for the word “frenesy” as it sounds similar to “entropy” or “energy”,
but also connects with its meaning as “frequency.” Moreover, it is directly related to the
words “frenzy” and “frantic,” and originates from the Greek φρη´ν (phren), which probably
comes closest to its precise meaning.
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IV. DYNAMICAL FLUCTUATIONS
Frenesy speaks about the time-symmetric fluctuation sector. Obviously, that mixes with
the antisymmetric sector in various ways but the frenesy adds very specific aspects.
A. Symmetries
The way the action is decomposed in (16), in terms of a time-symmetric and a time-
antisymmetric part, is obviously the most immediate relevant aspect for understanding
trajectories in nonequilibrium physics. Yet, depending on the situation, more and other
symmetries will add to decompose the various parts even further or to identify sources
of other symmetry-breaking. We refer for the following to [45, 47] for more examples
and corresponding additional fluctuation symmetries. Large deviations of time-symmetric
activities have for example been considered in [48, 51, 132].
Denoting by P (ω) the probability of a path ω in the original process, we write Pm(ω) for
the probability of the same path in the modified process. As always it is assumed that the
modification is compatible with the original process in the sense that the same paths are
either allowed or not allowed: Pm(ω) = 0 if and only if P (ω) = 0. Then, when starting from
the same initial state, we follow (16) to write
Pm(ω) = P (ω) exp[−D(ω) + 1
2
S(ω)] (29)
Writing θ for the time-reversal transformation on paths, there is always
Pm(ω)
Pm(θω)
=
P (ω)
P (θω)
exp[S(ω)]
which gives rise to amply discussed fluctuation symmetries for S and related quantities, [5].
On the other hand, if there is also (another) involution I on path-space for which S = SI
is symmetric, then
Pm(ω)
Pm(Iω) =
P (ω)
P (Iω) exp[D(Iω)−D(ω)] (30)
and the part DI − D of the (excess) frenesy which is antisymmetric under I will satisfy
similar fluctuation symmetries as the variable entropy flux S is famous for. For example,
from (30), when the original process is I−symmetric, P (ω) = P (Iω), we get
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1 =
∫
dPm(ω) exp[D(ω)−D(Iω)] = 〈exp(D −D I )〉m (31)
which is formally similar to the Jarzynski identity; see [49] for a review of the entropic
versions. Other symmetries are easily derived including the asymptotic ones in time but
it is of course depending on the specific physics what kinetic variables are picked up by
the difference D − DI. An interesting choice is to take I = spatial reflection, charge
conjugation or mirror symmetry composed with time-reversal. The usual arguments lead
then for example to the fact that there is more traffic near the high temperature or high
concentration boundaries. The argument starts from (31) via Jensen inequality to give
〈DI −D〉m ≥ 0 (32)
To be more specific, let us revisit (28) and take I as the involution that flips the parameter
δ (which can be considered a dynamical variable even though it is constant) composed with
time-reversal. Then, DI −D = 2 sinh(δβ/2) ∫ t
0
ds (2xs(1)− 1), and we conclude from (32)
that when δ > 0, then the time that the left edge was occupied must be larger than t/2. In
the stationary distribution of the modified process, the density near the reservoir with the
higher chemical potential must be larger. Such a conclusion is not surprising but observe
that the statement is very general and nonperturbative; no other derivations with such
power appear to be around. Similar general conclusions can be drawn for other models;
e.g., from (25) and for two temperatures (at the boundary sites of a lattice interval) we see
that the time averaged kinetic energy at the higher-temperature boundary must be bigger
than at the lower-temperature boundary etc.
There is another important lesson that can be drawn from (30). Suppose indeed there was
no frenesy; put D = 0 in the action of dynamical ensembles. Then, whenever the reference
shows I-invariance, P (ω) = P (Iω), (30) implies
Pm(ω) = Pm(Iω) (33)
and the I−symmetry can never be broken. The transformation I could for example
be a composition of time-reversal and spatial reflection, for which (33) would predict
that time-reversal on trajectories is the same as spatially reflecting them. That that is
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not true when far-from-equilibrium is especially clear for turbulent flow around obsta-
cles, or from asymmetric dune formation in aeolian sand transport, [45, 50]: reflecting
the thermodynamic force at the same time as the arrow of time may leave invariant
the entropy flux S = SI, but not the frenesy D 6= DI, and that shows itself far enough
from equilibrium by deviations from laminar flow or from the creation of spatial asymmetries.
There is also a fluctuation relation jointly with the variable entropy production. Upon
integrating (29) over all paths ω, we get the normalization of the left-hand side,
〈
eS/2−D|x0 = x
〉
o
= 1 (34)
with expectation 〈· | x0 = x 〉o under the reference dynamics P and started from (an arbitrary
state) x. One choice is to take P to be an equilibrium reference process. That identity (34)
can then itself be expanded in order of nonequilibrium driving as present in S and D. For
example, one will see that in linear order the expected entropy flux and the excess dynamical
activity are equal; it thus appears that close-to-equilibrium entropy flux and frenesy merge
in expectation. New nonequilibrium effects due to a nontrivial frenetic contribution may
only start at second order around equilibrium. We refer to the recent [51] for more frenetic
symmetries.
B. Macroscopic dynamical fluctuations
In a macroscopic dynamical fluctuation theory, [52–54] we examine the probability of
empirically possible trajectories. Pioneered in [55, 56] one tries to understand the structure
of fluctuations as inherited from microscopic constituents and laws, and as relevant for
typical macroscopic behavior, [13, 57]. Mathematical references include [58, 59], spanning
almost half a century.
Trajectories are specified at times s ∈ [0, t] by giving the density ρs and the current js. For
the density ρs at time s we may keep in mind the mass or energy density fields, or ρs can
also be an empirical average of particle properties at time s. The density changes in time
and the empirical rate of change is governed by the physical current js. There is always a
constraint of the form
ρ˙s +∇jρs = 0, s ≥ 0 (35)
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where ∇ is a divergence (like in the continuity equation) or some other operator when the
ρs does not correspond to a locally conserved quantity. Depending on the microscopic laws,
constituents, level of coarse graining and initial conditions we want to know the probability of
a possible density-current trajectory (ρs, js), s ∈ [0, t]. One must keep in mind a macroscopic
limit in terms of a scale parameter N ↑ ∞, like the number of independent copies of a finite
Markov process, or the number of particles, the volume, etc. When the density field is well-
chosen, so as to give rise to an autonomous evolution (first order in time) in the macroscopic
limit, the asymptotic exponential probability of such a trajectory is given as
Prob[(ρs, js), 0 ≤ s ≤ t] ≃ e−NF(ρ0) e−N
∫ t
0 dsL(ρs,js) (36)
Initially, some density ρ0 appears with some probability. When that probability refers to
thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T , then the functional F in (36) is a thermody-
namic potential (typically in units of kBT ) giving the statistics of the density at time zero.
The Lagrangian L in (36) governs the dynamical fluctuations in determining the plausibility
of the various possible trajectories. Obviously, it also depends on all present forces and
possible driving; L(ρ, j) = L(ρ, j;F ).
We can assume that L(ρ, j) ≥ 0 and that it is convex in j for all ρ. Observe that for large N
the weights in (36) are exponentially small except for the zero–cost flow j∗s = j
∗(ρs) which
solves L(ρs, j∗s ) = 0 for all times s. In that sense, the zero-cost flow is overwhelmingly more
probable in the macroscopic limit, and coincides with the hydrodynamic limit.
Similar to the ideas around (16) we decompose the Lagrangian L in a time-symmetric
and a time-antisymmetric part,
L(ρ, j) = 1
2
[L(ρ, j) + L(ρ,−j)]− 1
2
σ(ρ, j) (37)
where σ(ρ, j) = L(ρ,−j) − L(ρ, j) is antisymmetric under time-reversal. As before, under
the physical condition of local detailed balance, that σ(ρ, j) is the entropy production rate
per kB corresponding to the couple (ρ, j). Working under that local detailed balance we put
σ(ρ, j) = F · j, linear in j with thermodynamic force F = F (ρ).
For the time-symmetric part of the Lagrangian, we follow (14):
L(ρ, j) + L(ρ,−j) = 2ψ(ρ, j) + 2L(ρ, 0) (38)
The L(ρ, 0) ≥ 0 is the escape rate from condition ρ,
Prob[(ρs ≡ ρ, js ≡ 0), 0 ≤ s ≤ t] ≃ e−NF(ρ) e−N t L(ρ,0)
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while ψ(ρ, j) = ψ(ρ,−j) in (38) gives the activated traffic corresponding to a current j 6= 0.
Combining (37)–(38) with σ(ρ, j) = F · j yields
ψ(ρ, j) = L(ρ, j)−L(ρ, 0) + 1
2
F · j (39)
Then, ψ(ρ, j) is convex in j, ψ(ρ, 0) = 0 and ψ(ρ, j) = ψ(ρ,−j), which implies that ψ(ρ, j) ≥
0. Furthermore, from (39) we can check that ψ(ρ, j) and L(ρ, 0) are related by Legendre
transform:
2L(ρ, 0) = sup
j
{F · j − 2ψ(ρ, j)}
Per consequence, 0 ≤ L(ρ, 0) = ψ̂(ρ, F/2) is the Legendre transform of ψ(ρ, ·) at force F/2.
Therefore, the decomposition (38) is in a pair of convex duals, with current and force being
conjugate. The Lagrangian (37) thus obtains the canonical structure
L(ρ, j) = ψ(ρ, j) + ψ̂(ρ, F/2)− 1
2
F · j (40)
Such a structure of joint density-current fluctuations away from equilibrium was developed
in [60–64] to which we refer for more discussion. The macroscopic frenesy corresponds to the
first two terms in (40), similar to (14). Here however, the Lagrangian L(ρ, j) ≥ 0 always.
Note also that when the Lagrangian equals zero, the frenetic and the entropic part must
coincide, [65, 66]:
ψ(ρ, j∗) + ψ̂(ρ, F (ρ)/2) =
1
2
F (ρ) · j∗
which determines the zero cost flow j∗ = j∗(ρ) at density ρ, and the hydrodynamic equation
when inserted in (35).
The above can of course be made explicit for a number of processes; we need so called
dynamical large deviations. The simplest case to consider are many (N) independent copies
of the same Markov process. We refer to [60] for the case of N independent jump processes,
for which we here summarize the main resulting structure.
The computed Lagrangian is L(ρ, j) = L(ρ, kj) with
L(ρ, λ) =
∑
x,y 6=x
ρ(x)
[
λ(x, y) log
λ(x, y)
k(x, y)
− λ(x, y) + k(x, y)
]
and
kj(x, y) =
1
2ρ(x)
{j(x, y) + [j2(x, y) + 4ρ(x)ρ(y)k(x, y)k(y, x)] 12} (41)
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That is explicit in terms of the original rates k(x, y). We can also linearize that Lagrangian
L(ρ, j) around the steady condition, even when far-from-equilibrium. To examine the struc-
ture of small deviations around that steady nonequilibrium condition we define the rescaled
Lagrangian
L(p, j;F ) = lim
ǫ↓0
ǫ−2L(ν(1 + ǫ p), j¯ + ǫj;F ) (42)
Here, j¯(x, y) = ν(x)k(x, y) − ν(y)k(y, x). We have indicated that the driving F is kept
fixed while both the density and the current are expanded around the stationary values ν,
respectively j¯. We will use the notation
τ¯ (x, y) = ν(x)k(x, y) + ν(y)k(y, x) (43)
for the steady traffic; see Section IIIC. The scaled Lagrangian (42) is computed from (41)
in [60] to be
L(p, j;F ) =
∑
(xy)
1
4τ¯(x, y)
{
2j(x, y)− τ¯(x, y) [p(x)− p(y)]− j¯(x, y) [p(x) + p(y)]}2 (44)
That is the Lagrangian describing normal fluctuations around the steady nonequilibrium
condition. The steady traffic τ¯ plays the role of a variance in this fluctuation law.
A special and known case is the Onsager-Machlup situation [56], where on looks at the
small fluctuations around an equilibrium condition where ν = νeq and j¯ = 0. If we would
have started with a detailed balance dynamics with transition rates k(x, y) = ν−1eq (x) γ(x, y),
γ(x, y) = γ(y, x), the scaled Lagrangian (42) with F = 0, ν = νeq, j¯ = 0 is
Leq(p, j;F = 0) =
∑
(xy)
1
4γ(x, y)
{
j(x, y)− γ(x, y)[p(x)− p(y)]}2 (45)
From comparing (44) with (45) we observe that the structure of small fluctuations (albeit
both Gaussian by construction) is remarkably different when moving away from equilib-
rium. Observe indeed that in the stationary regime
∑
y 6=x j(x, y) = 0 so that the empiri-
cal distributions of occupations and of currents become uncorrelated around equilibrium,∑
(xy) j(x, y)[p(x)− p(y)] = 0. In nonequilibrium there emerges an occupation-current cou-
pling proportional to j¯/τ¯ .
C. Frenetic variational principle
One sometimes wonders whether there also exist variational principles in nonequilibrium
statistical mechanics. The answer is positive, but the relevant issue is the extent to which
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those principles are useful and operational. In equilibrium the stationary (equilibrium)
distributions are determined by an energy–entropy balance, e.g. thermal equilibrium is the
condition that minimizes the (suitable) free energy, which is the celebrated and extremely
powerful Gibbs variational principle. Similarly but on spacetime we have (16) to determine
the dynamical ensemble, and we might as well ask for a variational principle that starts from
there.
Here is then the idea in the framework of Markov jump processes as from (2), (4), (14).
We want to characterize variationally the stationary distribution ν for a jump process with
transition rates k(x, y). Suppose we change those transition rates by adding a potential V
in the form
kV (x, y) = k(x, y)e
V (x)−V (y) (46)
We compare the two dynamical ensembles, P V and P . For the action of P V with respect to
the original process P , we proceed as in (16). Their initial conditions are taken identical so
that
log
P V
P
= D −DV + S
V − S
2
in terms of excesses in frenesy and in entropy flux. If we take the average over that expression
with respect to the P V -process we get the relative entropy (also called Kullback-Leibler
divergence) of P V with respect to P . Note however that SV −S is a time-difference V (xt)−
V (x0). The change in entropy flux is therefore negligible as we add a total difference, which
is not time-extensive. The big change is in the frenesy, more specifically in the escape
rates. We can mathematically estimate the relative entropy after the new escape channel
was opened. The new process P V over the time [0, t] has distribution ρs at time s, solving
the Master equation for (46). Therefore, when next we divide the relative entropy by t and
let t ↑ ∞, we get
0 ≤ lim
t→∞
∫
P V log
P V
P
= lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
ds
∑
x,y
ρs(x)[k(x, y)− kV (x, y)]
=
∑
x,y
νV (x)[k(x, y)− kV (x, y)] (47)
where νV is the stationary distribution of the process with rates kV (defined in (46)). Since
that expression is non-negative, the infimum of the last line over all possible potentials V is
zero.
We can turn that around because there is a one-to-one relation between V and νV : Given
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a probability density ρ we can find a potential Vρ such that the modified process P
Vρ with
transition rates kρ(x, y) := kV ρ(x, y) has exactly that ρ as its stationary distribution:∑
y
[kρ(x, y) ρ(x)− kρ(y, x) ρ(y)] = 0, for all x
Given ρ, such a potential Vρ is unique up to a constant; see [67].
The previous considerations lead to the Donsker-Varadhan variational principle, [58].
Consider the functional D(ρ) on probability distributions ρ > 0,
D(ρ) :=
∑
x,y
ρ(x)[k(x, y)− kρ(x, y)] (48)
which is a difference of expected escape rates as we had them around (12). Clearly, (48) is
a version of (47). Here comes the variational principle: the stationary distribution ν of the
original process with rates k(x, y) is the probability distribution that minimizes D(ρ) ≥ 0,
or,
ν = argminD(ρ)
In other words, the distribution minimizing the functional D defined in (48) is the stationary
distribution. Our point here is that the proposed variational principle involves minimizing
an excess frenesy. (We did not change the activation parameters to get the modified
process.) Or, the stationary distribution ν is the probability law for which a specific
expected excess frenesy gets extremized.
We close this section by noting that close-to-equilibrium the above (frenetic) variational
principle becomes the minimum entropy production principle, [68]. That goes as follow.
If the transition rates k(x, y) are a smooth deformation of a finite irreducible system with
rates satisfying the global detailed balance condition, then
D(ρ) =
1
4
(σǫ(ρ)− σǫ(ν)) +O(ǫ2 d[ρ, ν], d[ρ, ν]3) ≥ 0 (49)
where σǫ is the entropy production rate functional. For Markov jump processes, that is
σǫ(ρ) =
∑
x,y
ρ(x)k(x, y) log
ρ(x)k(x, y)
ρ(y)k(y, x)
and the superscript ǫ indicates the nonequilibrium parameter in the transition rates k(x, y)
with respect to the reference equilibrium process. The d[ρ, ν] is the distance between ρ and
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stationary distribution ν. From (49) we learn that, when close to equilibrium, minimizing
D(ρ) is the same as minimizing the entropy production functional σǫ(ρ) over ρ. We can see
(49) again as an instance of the merging of frenetic and entropic aspects close-to-equilibrium
as discussed also around (34).
In a similar sense it has also been shown how in the case of detailed balance the functional
(48) gives an upper bound to the spectral gap, and hence informs about relaxation times in
the approach to equilibrium. See [68] for more details.
D. Kinetic uncertainty and the Fisher metric
We start again with the calculation of a relative entropy
sα :=
∫
dPα(ω) log
dPα
dP
(ω) (50)
between a modified and an original dynamical ensemble over some time-interval [0, t]. Here
Pα=0 = P where α is a small number parameterizing the modification. The expression (50)
is also commonly referred to as a Kullback-Leibler divergence between Pα and P (here,
dynamical ensembles). We substitute the Taylor expansion of the action,
Aα := − log dPα
dP
= αA′0 +
α2
2
A′′0 + . . .
with the primes referring to differentiation with respect to α (at α = 0). Therefore, from
substituting in (50),
sα = −
∫
dP (ω) exp[−αA′0 −
α2
2
A′′0 + . . .] [αA
′
0 +
α2
2
A′′0 + . . .]
= α2
∫
dP (ω) (A′0)
2
(ω) + . . .
where we have used that ∫
dP (ω) exp[−αA′0 −
α2
2
A′′0 + . . .] = 1
For that same reason ∫
dP (ω) (A′0)
2
(ω) =
∫
dP (ω)A′′0(ω)
and hence the relative entropy (50) equals
sα = α
2
∫
dP (ω)A′′0(ω) = α
2 〈A′′0〉 (51)
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to highest order in α ≪ 1. The right-hand side of (51) is the so called Fisher information
metric (here in one dimension for simplicity, α ∈ R) and we see it is given by the second
order in the action. In typical cases, such second order terms in the action are frenetic.
While frenesy thus clearly contributes in the Fisher metric, we emphasize that we deal here
with distances in the spaces of dynamical ensembles. Information geometry on the other
hand usually considers thermodynamic landscapes with distances between static ensembles
(usually Gibbs distributions) [69]. Here we move in a landscape which is formed by dynam-
ical (kinetic) prescriptions.
Let us now take specific modifications, first by changing the activity parameters a(x, y)→
(1 + α)a(x, y) in Markov jump processes; recall (3). Clearly, only the frenesy in the action
is affected, and only the activated traffic to second order in α. From (13), the (excess)
activated traffic equals
∆Act(ω) = log(1 + α) T (ω)
and therefore sα = α
2〈T 〉, the expected number of jumps in the considered time-window. If
instead of having one fixed parameter α we would take α(x, y) depending on the bond, then
we would get the Fisher metric related to the traffic over the different bonds.
Similarly, for underdamped diffusions we consider the modification
v˙ = −γ(1 + α)v + F +
√
2D ξt
where the friction is increased by 1 + α without touching the diffusion constant D. Then,
the second order in the action is the kinetic energy: sα = α
2 γ2 〈v2〉/(4D).
The above was used by Di Terlizzi and Baiesi in the derivation of kinetic uncertainty
relations, [70]. The point is that the Fisher metric gives a general bound on the response
of an observable when perturbing the dynamical ensemble from P to Pα: the Dechant-Sasa
inequality gives almost directly that(
∂〈O〉α
∂α
∣∣
α=0
)2
≤ 2Var[O] 〈A′′0〉
for an arbitrary path-observable O = O(ω) on [0, t] with variance Var[O], and with 〈·〉α the
expectation in the perturbed process; see [70, 71] for details. Observe that the (unperturbed)
expectation 〈A′′0〉 is related to the frenesy as the above examples illustrate. The result of
[70] is therefore a kinetic uncertainty relation, in contrast with thermodynamic relations
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in e.g. [72, 73] which however appear to work best only close-to-equilibrium. More recent
discussions are contained in [51]. The observation that dynamical activity controls bounds
on fluctuations of counting observables such as traffic was formulated before in [74]. An
uncertainty bound for underdamped Langevin dynamics in terms of both entropy production
and dynamical activity was recently obtained in [75].
V. RESPONSE THEORY
Suppose we prepare the system of interest in a specific initial condition after which we
apply a stimulus. The goal of response theory is that one may in a systematic way predict
or estimate and characterize physically the statistical response, preferably from observations
in the initial condition. Both the stimulus (or perturbation) and the observed quantity may
be time-extensive or not. Our approach is always the same, using dynamical ensembles, and
is less analytic and more probabilistic compared with traditional approaches that are often
following the formalities of quantum mechanics [76, 77]. The idea is that the stimulus changes
the dynamical ensemble, so we modify the (original, unperturbed) reference probability
Probref = P0 on paths to the perturbed one Prob = Pǫ where ǫ abbreviates the spacetime
amplitude of the perturbation. We then have (16), in the form
Prob[ω] = e−∆D(ω)+
1
2
∆S(ω) Probref[ω]
where the excesses or differences indicated via “∆” are due to the perturbation over a time
say [0, t]. Per consequence we can compute averages in the perturbed ensemble via the
formula
〈O〉ǫ =
∫
P0(dω)O(ω) e
−A(ω) = 〈O e−∆D+ 12∆S〉0 (52)
for some observable O = O(ω) depending on the path ω in the time [0, t]. The right-hand
side is an average in the ǫ = 0 reference ensemble. It is assumed here that the initial
conditions at time zero coincide for the perturbed and the original ensemble. We write the
response as
〈O〉ǫ − 〈O〉0 =
〈
O
[
e−∆D+
1
2
∆S − 1
]〉
0
(53)
with ∆D,∆S starting with order ǫ. The rest of the mathematics is to expand the exponen-
tial, e.g. ∆D = ǫD′0 +
ǫ2
2
D′′0 + . . . , ∆S = ǫ S
′
0 +
ǫ2
2
S ′′0 + . . . as written in the simplest case
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for a single real parameter ǫ. The equation (53) to second order in ǫ becomes,
〈O〉ǫ − 〈O〉0 = ǫ
〈
O
[
−D′0 +
1
2
S ′0
]〉
0
(54)
+
ǫ2
2
〈
O
[
−D′′0 +
1
2
S ′′0 + (D
′
0)
2 +
1
4
(S ′0)
2 −D′0S ′0
]〉
0
Similar expressions are readily obtained in the case of time-dependent perturbations as well.
The real work is to simplify and to interpret the result. After all, the main purpose is to
“predict” the response from “measuring” or “estimating” fluctuations in the reference or un-
perturbed system. There, symmetries, and first of all, time-reversal (anti)symmetries play a
major role. We will see that in linear response around nonequilibria or in nonlinear response
around equilibria, the frenesy contributes essentially. For more detail, time-dependent ex-
tensions and discussions, also including examples and experimental verifications, we refer to
[46, 78–80].
There are of course different versions of response theory. We refer to [81–94] for other ap-
proaches and many more results, but even then there are various other ideas. In particular
we mention the work of Komatsu and Nakagawa in [95] for characterizing nonequilibrium
stationary distributions, and the Harada-Sasa and Dechant-Sasa inequalities in [96, 97]. The
heart of response theory is not its formal appearance – in the end we are doing Taylor ex-
pansion assuming (and sometimes proving) convergence. Here, in this review on frenesy, we
emphasize (only) the importance of the frenetic contribution in response.
We start with the linear response theory around nonequilibria.
A. Linear response around nonequilibrium
First order response can be read from (54) to be
〈O〉ǫ − 〈O〉0 = ǫ
〈
O
[
−D′0 +
1
2
S ′0
]〉
0
(55)
As above, we write D′0, S
′
0 for the first derivatives evaluated at ǫ = 0. In the case where
the observable is odd under time-reversal, Oθ = −O, and the reference process is time-
reversal invariant, 〈g(θω)〉0 = 〈g(ω)〉0 or P0(ω) = P0(θω), we have 〈D′0O〉0 = 0 and only the
entropic contribution survives in the linear response formula (55). That is then the origin of
the fluctuation–dissipation relation for perturbations of reference equilibria, where we write
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with expectations 〈·〉eq = 〈·〉ref = 〈·〉0,
〈O −Oθ〉ǫ = ǫ
2
〈[O −Oθ]S ′0〉eq = ǫ 〈OS ′0〉eq (56)
On the other hand, for perturbations around nonequilibrium, we need to include the frenetic
contribution even in linear order. For example taking as observable O(ω) = f(xt) a function
of the state xt at time t, we get
〈f(xt)〉ǫ − 〈f(xt)〉0 = ǫ
2
〈f(xt)S ′0(ω)〉0 − ǫ〈f(xt)D′0(ω)〉0
= ǫ 〈f(xt)S ′0(ω)〉0 − ǫ 〈 f(xt) [D′0(ω) + S ′0(ω)/2] 〉0 (57)
where the last line rewrites the linear response formula so that the first term on the right-
hand side contains the correlation as in the standard Kubo formula ([77, 78] for linear
response around equilibrium). Observe that via time-reversal invariance in equilibrium,
〈 f(xt) [D′0(ω) + S ′0(ω)/2] 〉eq = 〈 f(x0) [D′0(ω)− S ′0(ω)/2] 〉eq = 0 because of (34).
To understand why the first term on the right-hand side of (57) is Kubo-like, it suffices to take
some physical examples. Suppose for example that the perturbation is of the potential form
as in (18) with F (x) = g(x)+∇V (x); then the excess entropy flux per kB is hβ(V (xt)−V (x0))
and when h = hs is a time-dependent vector we find
〈f(xt)S ′0(ω)〉0 = β
∫ t
0
ds hs · 〈f(xt)∇V (xs)〉0
as is the Kubo-form. Note the prefactor β corresponding to the inverse temperature of the
surrounding thermal bath. While the correction to the linear response is additive compared
to the equilibrium expression, we can of course albeit artificially turn it into a multiplicative
correction by writing (57) as
〈f(xt)〉ǫ − 〈f(xt)〉0 = ǫ β
(
1− 〈 f(xt) [D
′
0(ω) + S
′
0(ω)/2] 〉0
〈f(xt)S ′0(ω)〉0
) ∫ t
0
ds hs · 〈f(xt)∇V (xs)〉0
Then, the prefactor β (·) may be called an effective inverse temperature. That is how
effective temperatures have appeared often in the literature, of course mostly depending
on the observable f ; see e.g. [98]. For example, if 〈 f(xt)D′0(ω)〉0 ≃ 0 then the effective
temperature Teff ≃ 2T is double the thermodynamic surrounding temperature. Note also
that this strategy of defining effective temperatures differs from expressions like in (5) for
characterizing the population inversion. Here we learn how they abbreviate drastically the
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frenetic contribution.
Let us take the case of a Markov jump process, as in Section III.
Note that a perturbation (here time-independent)
k(x, y)→ kǫ(x, y) = k(x, y) [1 + ǫa1(x, y) + ǫ
2
s1(x, y)] (58)
with symmetric a1(x, y) = a1(y, x) and antisymmetric s1(x, y) = −s1(y, x), is equivalent to
the changes
s(x, y)→ s(x, y) + ǫ s1(x, y), a(x, y)→ a(x, y) + ǫ a1(x, y) (59)
to linear order in ǫ. Then, always to linear order in ǫ, the excess frenesy equals
D(ω) = −ǫ
∑
s
a1(xs−, xs) + ǫ
∫ t
0
ds
∑
y
k(xs, y)[a1(xs, y) +
1
2
s1(xs, y)] (60)
which is responsible for the frenetic contribution to linear response. For the expectation to
linear order in ǫ we get,
〈O〉ǫ − 〈O〉0 = ǫ
2
〈
∑
s
s1(xs−, xs)O(ω)〉0 (61)
+ ǫ 〈
[∑
s
a1(xs−, xs)−
∫ t
0
ds
∑
y
k(xs, y)[a1(xs, y) +
1
2
s1(xs, y)]
]
O(ω)〉0
for an arbitrary path-observable O over time [0, t].
Applications and more interpretations follow in Section VC.
B. Nonlinear response around equilibrium
There is no problem to continue and to expand to higher order. Let us take the reference
condition to be the one of equilibrium with expectations 〈·〉eq, and let us suppose that
Sǫ = ǫ S
′
0. That assumption is natural and generally valid when adding external fields or
potentials as perturbations. Then, from (54), as S ′′0 = 0 and both D
′′
0 and (S
′
0)
2 are even
under time-reversal,
〈O −Oθ〉ǫ = ǫ 〈S ′0(ω)O(ω)〉eq − ǫ2 〈D′0(ω)S ′0(ω)O(ω)〉eq (62)
For a state observable, that is when O only depends on the state at a single time, O(ω) =
f(xt), we have Oθ(ω) = O(πx0) (where the extra involution π could be the flipping of all
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velocities as encountered in inertial or underdamped dynamics), and we can use 〈f(πx0)〉eq =
〈f(x0)〉eq = 〈f(xt)〉eq. Applying formula (62) to that case we obtain the extension to second
order of the traditional Kubo formula,
〈f(xt)〉ǫ − 〈f(xt)〉eq = ε 〈S ′0(ω) f(xt)〉eq − ε2 〈D′0(ω)S ′0(ω) f(xt)〉eq (63)
That equation (63) holds for general time-dependent perturbation protocols as well; see
[99].
Similarly, when O(θω) = −O(ω) for time-integrated particle or energy currents O(ω) =
J(ω), we get from (62) the extended Green–Kubo formula, [78],
〈J〉ǫ = ε
2
〈S ′0(ω) J(ω)〉eq −
ε2
2
〈D′0(ω)S ′0(ω) J(ω)〉eq (64)
We can also take O(ω) = S ′0(ω) in (62) and
〈S ′0〉ǫ =
ε
2
〈
(S ′0)
2
〉
eq
− ε
2
2
〈
D′0 (S
′
0)
2
〉
eq
where we see that the sign of the second-order term depends on an entropy–frenesy correla-
tion in equilibrium, correcting the fluctuation–dissipation relation (which only has the first
term on the right-hand side). From second order onward, frenesy plays its role in response.
Mutilated ensembles that are produced via maximum entropy principles on path-space and
do not take the frenesy as an observable path-observable will fail at this point. We agree
with [100] that maximum entropy methods on spacetime trajectories (the 1980 maximum
caliber principle as formulated by E.T. Jaynes) remain a viable principle when taking into
account sufficient variables and constraints (on them).
C. Applications
Response theory has obviously plenty of applications. We select some of those with a
more theoretical or conceptual character.
1. Modified Einstein relations
There are a number of so called Einstein relations in statistical physics. The two that
we discuss below have to do with response. The terminology is somewhat confused here.
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To avoid misunderstandings we speak about (1) the Sutherland-Einstein relation when
meaning the linear response for mobility, and (2) the Einstein relation when dealing with
the connection between friction and noise. Both need to be extended to take into account
the frenetic contributions when confronted with the nonequilibrium world.
The first meaning of Einstein relation discussed below is between diffusion and mobility.
That so called Sutherland-Einstein relation is a direct application of linear response theory
and together with the (also related) Johnson-Nyquist relation was among the first examples
of the so called (first) fluctuation–dissipation relation.
The second Einstein relation to be discussed concerns the relation between the friction and
the noise amplitudes for Brownian particles. Experience tells us that a probe (e.g. a colloid
or other mesoscopic object) suspended in and moving through an environment of many
much faster and smaller particles experiences both friction and statistical fluctuations.
A systematic derivation of that Einstein relation requires a suitable scale of description
as for example in the Van Hove scheme of a weak coupling limit, [101]. Then, when the
environment is a thermal equilibrium bath, noise and friction are not independent but
connect in what is called the second fluctuation–dissipation relation, or indeed the Einstein
relation.
The first fluctuation–dissipation relation centers on the relation between mobility and
diffusion. The question is how transport coefficients can be guessed from the fluctuation
properties in the unperturbed system. In equilibrium the transport coefficients can be
expressed as Helfand moments that are mean square deviations. That is, the Green-Kubo
relation gives so called Einstein-Kubo-Helfand expressions for transport coefficients, which
can be seen as (generalized) diffusion constants, [105, 107]. In the case of particle diffusion
and its relation with mobility (from measuring the induced velocity after applying a driving
external field), we speak about the Sutherland–Einstein relation. It holds generally around
equilibrium. Around nonequilibrium (or starting in second order around equilibrium) that
equivalence between mobility and diffusion is violated, and the Sutherland–Einstein relation
must be corrected with a frenetic contribution. A larger exploration of the issues is contained
in [108–110].
More explicitly, we take a particle of mass m, which diffuses in a heat bath according to the
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Langevin dynamics for the position ~rt and the velocity ~vt,
~˙rt = ~vt (65)
m~˙vt = ~F (~rt, ~vt)− γm~vt +
√
2mγT ~ξt
The external force ~F depends periodically on the position ~r, and there is no confining
potential (which is relevant for the purpose of this discussion about transport). The
vector ~ξt is standard Gaussian white noise, with mean zero 〈ξt,i〉 = 0 and covariance
〈ξt,iξs,j〉 = δi,jδ(t− s).
The diffusion (matrix) D(t) is defined as
Dij(t) = 1
2t
〈
(~rt − ~r0)i; (~rt − ~r0)j
〉
with the subscripts for the components of the corresponding vectors. We continue to use
the notation that for observables A and B,
〈
A;B
〉
=
〈
AB
〉
−
〈
A
〉〈
B
〉
. We expect a large
time limit as the diffusion matrix
Dij = lim
t→∞
Dij(t)
On the other hand there is the mobility (matrix) function M(t) which is obtained by adding
to the dynamics (65) a constant (but small) force ~f , replacing ~F (~r, ~v) → ~F (~r, ~v) + ~f . The
mobility is the change in the expected displacement:
Mij(t) =
1
t
∂
∂fj
〈
(~rt − ~r0)i
〉f ∣∣∣∣
~f=0
where 〈·〉f is the average in the dynamics with the extra force ~f . Again in the large-time
limit, we get the mobility
Mij = lim
t→∞
Mij(t)
as the linear change in the stationary velocity by the addition of a small constant force.
The Sutherland–Einstein relation tells that diffusion matrix and mobility are proportional,
Mij =
1
T
Dij (66)
which is however only to be expected near equilibrium and there it is a consequence of the
usual linear response theory as in (55). When the system is not in equilibrium, frenetic
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terms show up so that the mobility and diffusion constants are no longer proportional. It
was derived in [108] that the nonequilibrium modification of the Sutherland-Einstein relation
is given by
Mij =
1
T
Dij − lim
t→∞
1
2γmT
∫ t
0
ds
〈(~rt − ~r0)i
t
;Fj(~rs, ~vs)
〉
(67)
The correction to the equilibrium mobility–diffusion relation is frenetic and is measured by
a spacetime correlation between applied forcing and displacement. That is the last expec-
tation in the right-hand side of (67). The deviation with respect to the Sutherland-Einstein
relation is second order in the nonequilibrium driving. See also the discussion in [111].
So far we have discussed the response on statistical expectations after giving a stimulus
in a specific reference condition. As an example of a stimulus we may consider the motion
of a probe in the system. The system plays the role of the medium now with the motion of
the probe perturbing the system. It is of course a time-dependent perturbation. The system
responds and that feeds back to the probe motion, making friction and noise. That scenario
has been recently investigated in a number of papers starting from nonequilibrium response,
[15, 102–104].
We consider a process xt representing the time-dependent degrees of freedom of a bath
in which there moves a probe with position Yt. The bath typically has many degrees of
freedom xt(i), i = 1, . . . , N for large N and the coupling with the probe is weak. We want
to understand what of the bath enters the dynamics of the probe when integrating out the
bath degrees of freedom. We fix time t and look at times s ≤ t before time t and starting
some time in the past. The dynamical ensemble for the (bath) x−trajectories ω is given by
our main relation (16),
P (ω|Ys, s ≤ t) = exp[−D(ω) + 1
2
S(ω)]P (ω|Ys = Yt, for all s ≤ t) (68)
where the left-hand side is conditioned on a(n arbitrary) probe trajectory (Ys)
t, while the
probability in the right hand-side is the reference probability on bath trajectories supposing
the probe has always been at the (final) position Yt. Clearly, the frenesy D and the entropy
flux S are (as always) excess quantities and they depend also on the probe trajectory (not
indicated). We need to expand them (here only) to first order around the reference probe
trajectory Ys ≡ Yt. We assume for simplicity that the probe position only enters via an
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interaction potential U(Y, x) =
∑N
i=1 u(Y − x(i)) which, in other words, constitutes the
only coupling between bath and probe. That interaction is small in the appropriate sense
and we also assume that the bath is overdamped and diluted, so we can treat the xt(i)
as independent from each other. Then we can use the expressions around (17)–(19) with
bath-dynamics,
x˙s = χF (xs, Ys) +
√
2χkBT ξs, s ≤ t
from now on in one-dimensional notation and per bath-particle. Here.
F (xs, Ys) = u
′(Ys − xs) + f(xs), u′(Ys − xs) = u′(Yt − xs) + (Ys − Yt) u′′(Yt − xs)
where we already made the expansion to linear order around the probe trajectory Ys ≡
Yt, s ≤ t. The force f on each bath degree of freedom may be nonconservative. The bath
is indeed itself here an open system which is driven out-of-equilibrium and dissipates in a
thermal equilibrium environment represented in the mobility χ, by its temperature T and
through the standard white noise ξs. We thus have in (68), following (18),
S(ω, (Ys)
t) = β
∫ t
dxs (Ys − Yt) ◦ u′′(Yt − xs), (69)
D(ω, (Ys)
t) = βχ
∫ t
ds (Ys − Yt) u′′(Yt − xs) [u′(Yt − xs) + f(xs)]
− χ
∫ t
ds (Yt − Ys)u′′′(Yt − xs) (70)
which are the entropy flux caused by the motion of the probe and the first order (in Ys−Yt)
term in (excess) frenesy as function of the bath-trajectory ω. One needs to sum over all
the bath-particles. Interactions between the bath-particles do not matter if not influenced
directly by the presence of the probe.
On the other hand, the force of each bath-particle on the probe is
−u′(Yt − xt) = −
∫
dω P (ω|Ys, s ≤ t) u′(Yt − ωt) + ζt,
ζt = ζt((Ys)
t, xt) :=
∫
dω P (ω|Ys, s ≤ t) u′(Yt − ωt)− u′(Yt − xt) (71)
in which we introduced a fluctuation term ζt which still depends on the bath-variables xt
but has mean zero for every probe trajectory (Ys)
t. For P (ω|Ys, s ≤ t) we are ready to use
(68), and we get the force on the probe in the form
−u′(Yt − xt) = −〈u′(Yt − ωt)〉Yt −
〈
S(ω, (Ys)
t) ; u′(Yt − ωt)
〉Yt
+ ζt (72)
+
〈
D(ω, (Ys)
t) +
1
2
S(ω, (Ys)
t) ; u′(Yt − ωt)
〉Yt
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where the average 〈·〉Yt is taken over the stationary bath-particles with the probe at rest in
Yt. We use the notation 〈A ;B〉 = 〈AB〉− 〈A〉〈B〉 to denote the covariance which is allowed
because 1
2
〈S(ω, (Ys)t)〉Yt = 〈D(ω, (Ys)t)]〉Yt as always. The first term on the right-hand side
of (72) is the zero order force
〈u′(Yt − ωt)〉Yt =
∫
dω P (ω|Ys = Yt, s ≤ t) u′(Yt − ωt)
and corresponds to the systematic force obtained under infinite time-scale separation be-
tween bath and probe. It is the statistical force on the probe which will be discussed more
in Section VC4.
In the next (first) order, inside the entropic contribution, we have∫ t
(Ys − Yt) dxs ◦ u′′(Yt − xs) = −
∫ t
ds(Ys − Yt) d
ds
u′(Yt − xs)
so that 〈
S(ω, (Ys)
t) ; u′(Yt − ωt)
〉Yt
= β
∫ t
ds Y˙s 〈u′(Yt − ωs) ; u′(Yt − ωt)〉Yt
We see that the entropic contribution in the first line of (72) amounts to introducing a
friction term with memory kernel given by the force-force time-correlation function. The
last term in the first line of (72) is the noise introduced in (71) and given in zero order as
ζ0t (Yt) = 〈u′(Yt − ωt)〉Yt − u′(Yt − xt), 〈ζ0t (Yt)〉Yt = 0
while the time-correlations are
〈ζ0t (Yt)ζ0s (Yt)〉Yt = 〈u′(Yt − xs) ; u′(Yt − xt)〉Yt
As a summary, the induced force on the probe at time t is
−〈u′(Yt − x)〉Yt −β
∫ t
ds Y˙s 〈u′(Yt − ωs) ; u′(Yt − ωt)〉Yt + ζ0t (Yt)
+
〈
D(ω, (Ys)
t) +
1
2
S(ω, (Ys)
t) ; u′(Yt − ωt)
〉Yt
(73)
We conclude therefore that it is the entropic term that produces the Einstein relation
between the noise kernel and the friction memory (first line in (73)). For reversible
dynamics where the second line in (73) is absent there follows the well-known result that
the friction matrix equals the force covariance, evaluated in equilibrium with the particle at
rest at Yt. At the same time, we see how it is exactly the frenetic contribution that breaks
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the Einstein relation. The modified Einstein relation can of course be reconstructed from
the previous formulæ. The second line in (73) contains the frenetic contribution and it will
change the friction, such as to give e.g. negative contributions.
2. Resolving kinetic differences
Consider a box with N(t) particles at time t. We think of a gas in a box which is open
at its boundary for diffusion in equilibrium at temperature T and chemical potential µ.
The system is therefore in thermal and chemical equilibrium with fixed volume, chemical
potential and temperature. Suppose that at time zero we increase the chemical potential,
say from µ to µ + δ at fixed T . The particle system will relax to the new equilibrium, and
the expected particle number will follow: 〈N(t)〉 will change in time. We can describe the
response in the linear regime and get
〈N(t)〉 − 〈N〉eq = βδ
∫ t
0
ds
〈
J(s);N(t)
〉
eq
where J(s) is the particle current at time s into the environment, and 〈 · 〉eq is the expectation
in the original equilibrium process. In fact, we can still rewrite that by using that
∫ t
0
dsJ(s) =
N(t)−N(0),
〈N(t)〉 − 〈N〉eq = βδ
2
〈
[N(t)−N(0)]2〉
eq
which is recognized as the fluctuation–dissipation relation applicable for small δ. Note that
there is no need to specify the type of interaction or the types of particles; the relation
only depends on the original chemical potential and its increase. In that sense there is no
difference whether the gas of bath particles smells of champagne or of anything else.
That stops being true in second order around equilibrium where the frenetic contribution
enters, as discussed under Section VB. It now matters what are the exit and entrance rates
of the particles, which involves kinetic information beyond the change in (thermodynamic)
chemical potential. In other words, there may be different kinetic ways to increase the bath
chemical potential and they will give a difference for the time-dependence of 〈N(t)〉− 〈N〉eq
in second order around equilibrium (δ2). Then, as e.g explored in [99], the total number of
particle exchanges between the system and the reservoir enters, which is the time-symmetric
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traffic. Let us do the calculation for an open symmetric exclusion process.
In the exclusion process we consider a lattice interval {1, . . . , N} where each site i can be
occupied by at most one particle; η(i) ∈ {0, 1}. The particles can jump to their left or right
nearest neighbor site provided no particle is there. At the two boundary sites, particles can
enter or exit. We take the rates of a particle entering to left and to right edges, respectively
as α (1 − η(0)) and γ (1 − η(N)) for parameters α, γ > 0, and the rates of exiting from left
and from right are then
α e−βµ η(0), γ eβµ η(N)
respectively, fixing thereby the environment as one equilibrium chemical reservoir at inverse
temperature β and chemical potential µ. Note that α and γ are still allowed to depend on µ
or β. No matter how, the stationary condition is equilibrium with a product distribution as
stationary reversible measure with density (1 + exp(βµ))−1 (independent of α, γ). Starting
from there at time zero, we let the dynamics run at a slightly different chemical potential
µ→ µ+ δ. In second order in δ we need to take into account the excess frenesy. We assume
first that (α, γ) do not depend on the applied chemical potential. The excess in escape rates
is then
∆ξ(η) =
(
e−β(µ+δ) − e−βµ) [α η(0) + γ η(N)]
while the excess in activated traffic becomes
∆Act =
(
e−β(µ+δ)/2 − e−βµ/2) (α I0 + γ IN )
where I0 and IN are the number of exchanges (time-symmetric traffic) at the left, respectively
the right boundary. Clearly those excesses would be different when α or γ would depend on
the chemical potential as well. In fact, the variation with µ in (α, γ) would appear explicitly
in ∆ξ and ∆Act. Hence, the second order around equilibrium will depend on the specific
kinetics through the frenetic contribution. The excess entropy flux on the other hand is
purely thermodynamic as the product of the change in chemical potential times the net
current of particles into the system. The frenesy summarizes the influence of the detailed
kinetics and delivers the correct response, here in second order around equilibrium. Frenesy
allows to sense the difference between champagne and water, which appears to be important.
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3. Small and negative susceptibilities
The Helfand form of the Green-Kubo relations, [105], giving the (particle, energy or
momentum) currents in linear order around equilibrium explicitly shows the positivity
of the conductivity matrix. After all, the Onsager matrix of linear response coefficients
must be positive in accordance with the second law, [1]. Yet, when dealing with nonlinear
response or with linear response around nonequilibria, there enters the frenetic contribution
to the response. In all it may certainly cause non-monotone behavior of the currents as a
function of external field. There are then regimes of very small and of negative differential
conductivity. We had an elementary scenario in Example III.6. That scenario is in fact
even wider, including also specific heats, compressibilities or chemical reactivities. It also
includes aspects of so called resilience in ecological systems, [106].
The example (III.6) already showed how trapping may lead to negative differential con-
ductivities. There are by now a large number of examples, including responses to temper-
ature and chemical affinities; see [33, 112–116]. For example, in [116] one sees modifier
activation–inhibition switching in enzyme kinetics. Interestingly, one can be specific and
quantitative about those non-monotonicities by showing the frenetic contribution explicitly
and how it counteracts the entropic part in the linear response. The general structure is of
course always the same, as we take it from (54) in linear order (ǫ),
〈O〉ǫ − 〈O〉0 = ǫ
〈
O
[
−D′0 +
1
2
S ′0
]〉
0
(74)
Taking for example as observable O = S ′0 (which is typically proportional to some current),
we get in linear order,
〈S ′0〉ǫ − 〈S ′0〉0 =
ǫ
2
〈(S ′0)2〉0 − ǫ〈S ′0D′0〉0
If therefore there is a positive correlation between the linear excesses in entropy flux and
in frenesy in the original dynamics, the frenetic contribution adds negatively. The amount
of that negative frenetic contribution differs with the distance from equilibrium. If 〈·〉0
refers to a time-symmetric process, as in steady equilibrium, then 〈S ′0D′0〉0 = 0 by the
time-antisymmetry of the product S ′0D
′
0. That is also why in and close-to-equilibrium,
〈S ′0〉ǫ−〈S ′0〉0 ≥ 0 always. There are thus two conditions for getting a negative susceptibility
for the observable S ′0: (1) one needs to be sufficiently away from equilibrium, and (2) one
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needs a positive correlation 〈S ′0D′0〉0 > 0 in the original process.
If the perturbation is not affecting the activity parameters (or noise amplitudes), the fre-
nesy only picks up the escape rates (see (14)), and we typically need a positive correlation
between the excess frenesy and the excess entropy flux. If the dynamical ensemble away
from equilibrium did not take into account the frenesy (but only had the entropy fluxes in
the action), then negative response in the entropy flux would be impossible. By now, the
above scenario has been observed and studied in a great number of cases; see e.g. [111–115].
That is not to say that (absolute) negative conductivities (around equilibrium) would be
impossible, see e.g. [117]; there, the entropy flux incorporates different currents and some
may respond negatively to pushes.
We see also from (74), as in Section VC2, that perturbations which are thermody-
namically equivalent (same S ′0) still obtain a different response thanks to the frenetic
contribution (different D′0). Sensing is thus improved via that kinetic effect. On the other
hand, homeostasis or the condition of very weak susceptibility of certain observables can
be characterized as the near orthogonality of the observable O and the excess action,
O ⊥ [−D′0 + 12S ′0], in the sense of a vanishing right-hand side in (74). It means that the
original (unperturbed) correlation between the observable and the excess frenesy is about
half its correlation with the excess entropy flux. Of course, such points of zero susceptibility
are also reached when moving from a regime of positive to negative susceptibility (right-hand
side of (74)).
4. Statistical forces
As a final application of response theory we look at the stationary distributions them-
selves, and how they change under perturbations. That can be developed systematically,
[118], but here we look at the linear response as applied for the problem of characterizing
statistical forces.
We come back to the physics around Example III.4, where a statistical force is computed
and it is asked whether that force generates a probe-current. The terminology about so
called statistical forces is not quite fixed. We do not have in mind here fluctuating forces as
have mean zero under averaging. Nor do we necessarily mean entropic or thermodynamic
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forces, because those are near–equilibrium quantities. But we do mean systematic forces
induced by a bath or medium on a probe or slower variable. The latter refers to the infinite
time-scale separation which is involved, and as we had it already in the expansion of Section
VC1. We will always work in that quasistatic regime here, and no friction or noise will be
considered (see indeed Section VC1 for that).
We start from a mechanical force arising from an interaction potential on some level of
description. Keeping the notation of Section VC1 we have a huge number of bath variables
x = x(i), i = 1, . . . , N , interacting with ‘probes’ Yα, α = 1, . . . , n (possibly a smaller number
n≪ N of different more macroscopic particles). Thinking for simplicity of all these variables
as one-dimensional positions, we introduce a bath-probe coupling via interaction potential,
Uλ(x, Yα) = U0(x) + λ
N∑
i=1
uiα(x(i)− Yα) (75)
where λ denotes the coupling strength. In what follows we assume for simplicity that the
probes are identical and that the bath-particles are also identical, so that the two-body
interaction u does not depend on (i, α). The bath is supposed to be much faster, reaching
stationarity with density ρY = ρ
λ
Y much before the probe(s) move significantly. As a result
there is a statistical (or systematic or mean) force f = fλ on the probe(s): when the latter
occupy positions Y , the α−th probe experiences (always in one-dimensional notation),
fα(Y ) = λ
∑
i
∫
dx ρY (x) u
′(x(i)− Yα) (76)
which is the average force over the stationary density in the nonequilibrium medium
or bath. We will not use a dynamics to characterize that density ρY and it would be
near to impossible to calculate it anyway, especially for interacting systems. The big
exception is equilibrium. It is easy to calculate that, when ρY (x) ∼ exp[−βU(x, Y )],
then f(Y ) = −∇YF(Y ) for free energy F(x) = −kBT log
∫
dx exp[−βU(x, Y )]. That is
the equilibrium case, where the statistical force is derivable from a thermodynamic potential.
When the bath is under nonequilibrium driving, then the stationary distribution
is very different possibly from the Gibbsian prescription with interaction potential U
and thermodynamic temperature T . In nonequilibrium, stationary distributions may
pick up detailed kinetic information as we have seen for example in Section IIIA. As
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a consequence, many such features as the gradient character of the statistical force
(76), its additivity over various baths or its locality are no longer (and most often
are not) guaranteed. Interestingly, those differences arise by the very presence and the
nature of frenetic contributions, as we now briefly indicate. See [31, 119] for more discussion.
In order to characterize (76) we need to bring the stationary density in a form which is
physically meaningful, and which enables to connect features of the statistical force with
the essential aspects of the bath dynamics. Here we concentrate on the dependence of ρλY
on probe positions Y and coupling constant λ as can be obtained from linear response
theory around nonequilibrium and is the subject of [31]. The key is again the set-up via
dynamical ensembles and the formula (16).
We always assume that the nonequilibrium medium enjoys a unique density with expo-
nentially fast relaxation from all possible initial conditions. The essence is to get a go on
the response of the density ρY = ρ
λ
Y when changing (Y, λ). We need to work with two en-
sembles, one corresponding to (Y (1), λ1) with expectations 〈·〉1, and the modified ensemble
corresponding to (Y (2), λ2) with expectations 〈·〉2. The corresponding densities in the bath
at positions x at time t can be related by using
pt2(x) = 〈δ(xt − x)〉2 =
∫
e−A(ω) δ(xt − x) dP1(ω) (77)
where the action A = D2 −D1 + (S1 − S2)/2 connects the two ensembles. When we divide
by 〈δ(xt−x)〉1 we get for all times t, even very large t compared to the relaxation time, that
pt2(x)
pt1(x)
= 〈e−A(ω) | xt = x〉1
= 〈eD1(ω)−D2(ω)+ 12 [S2(ω)−S1(ω)] | xt = x〉1 (78)
where we applied formula (16). The differences in (78) can be written out for a small change
from the first to the second process, taking the linear order in the derivatives of D and S
with respect to coupling λ and probe positions Y ,
e−A = 1− (λ2 − λ1)
[
∂D
∂λ
− 1
2
∂S
∂λ
]
(λ1,Y (1))
− (Y (2) − Y (1)) ·
[
∇YD −∇Y S
2
]
(λ1,Y (1))
(79)
When combining (79) with (78) and plugging that into (76) we get the (Y, λ)-dependencies
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in the force on the αth probe as
fλ+dλα (Y + dY )− fλα(Y ) = −λ
∑
i
∫
dx ρλY (x) u
′(x(i)− Yα)× (80)[〈
dλ
∂D
∂λ
+ dY · ∇YD
∣∣ xt = x〉− 〈dλ
2
∂S
∂λ
+
dY
2
· ∇Y S
∣∣ xt = x〉 ]
where the averages 〈 · ∣∣xt = x〉 are over the nonequilibrium bath with trajectories during
[0, t] and conditioned on the future xt = x, for fixed coupling λ and probe positions Y .
The frenetic and entropic terms in the right-hand side of (80) are of a totally different
character. It does make sense to assume that the variable entropy flux S(ω) per kB only
depends on the coupling with the probe via the interaction energy,
∂S
∂λ
= β
∑
i,α
(u(x0(i)− Yα)− u(xt(i)− Yα))
∂S
∂Yα
= βλ
∑
i
(u′(xt(i)− Yα)− u′(x0(i)− Yα)) (81)
That means to suppose that the presence of the (static) probes does not change the nonequi-
librium driving. The position of the probes only matters for the changes in energy (purely
thermodynamic). For example, the applied nonconservative forces or the nature of the vari-
able current does not change with (Y, λ). On the other hand, for the first path-average in
the right-hand side of (80), the frenesy as function on trajectories could drastically change
because of the presence of probes; not only do energies get shifted but also the escape rates
during a trajectory may change by the positions of the probes. Clearly, literally, probes
may block bath particles. One can think of them as static disorder possibly responsible for
trapping of the bath particles. Moreover, in both averages of (80) there is a conditioning on
the (future) event xt = x, specifying where the bath-particle must be at time t. Again, for
the entropy fluxes, as visible from (81), that is not a problem since we are dealing with a
temporal difference of state functions. We can essentially plug in (81) for the entropic term
in (80). Yet again that is not at all the case for the frenetic term as the frenesy remains path-
dependent and where the conditioning on the future is essential. As we have seen already in
Example III.4 the frenetic contribution, in as far as it is “twisted” with respect to the en-
tropy fluxes can be followed to be responsible for nongradient aspects in the statistical force.
We refer to [31] for the continuation of that analysis including an alternative approach using
the Komatsu-Nakagawa formula of [95]. At any rate, the upshot of the analysis enabled by
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the response formula (80) is to discuss stability around fixed points and its dependence on
coupling with nonequilibria, [31, 119].
VI. SMOOTH DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
The thermodynamic formalism relates concepts and mathematics of thermodynamics
and statistical mechanics with the theory of dynamical systems. There emerge analogues
of free energy, entropy, Gibbs measures and their variational principles. That relation
and mutual influence between thermodynamics and dynamical systems is old, and goes
at least back to work of Helmholtz and Boltzmann, but it has been revived since the
1970-1990’s. It is not our goal to give its history or to present a systematic account;
there are many other sources including [120–124]. We only add the question about a
possible analogue in dynamical systems for the concept of frenesy, and at the end we
highlight some new developments focusing on finite time escape rates. In contrast indeed
with statistical thermodynamics, the theory of dynamical systems (e.g. in definitions
of Lyapunov exponents) has concentrated mostly on taking the infinite time limit (be-
fore the macroscopic limit), which is a conceptual problem for relating it to physical systems.
It is fair to say that the study of steady nonequilibria has concentrated mostly on entropy
production and time-irreversibility. After all those were the natural concepts arising from
studies on the return to equilibrium. In the theory of dynamical systems, it was easy enough
to relate those with notions as Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy and Policott-Ruelle resonances.
For smooth (Axiom A) dynamics one found that breaking of time-reversal invariance
manifests itself statistically because of a different behavior along the stable and unstable
manifolds; see e.g. [125, 126] for more details and illustrations. The production of entropy
for example has been associated to that difference. Corresponding Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen
(SRB) measures, which are often called natural nonequilibrium steady states, are smooth
along unstable directions and fractal in the stable direction; see also [107, 121]. That is
thought essential by those who seek foundations of statistical mechanics in the theory of
dynamical systems to circumvent the usual invariance of the Shannon entropy corresponding
to a smooth phase space density evolving according to the Liouville equation. At the same
time one was looking in the Lyapunov spectrum to unravel important aspects of diffusion
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and transport.
To make the issue more specific we assume a reversible smooth dynamical system x 7→
ϕ(x) on a compact and connected manifold M. The ϕ is a diffeomorphism of M and
reversibility means here the existence of another involutive diffeomorphism π, π2 = 1 with
πϕπ = ϕ−1. Chaoticity is translated in the requirement of having uniform hyperbolicity
(transitive Anosov system). There is then a unique SRB-state with expectations
〈G〉 = lim
τ→∞
1
τ
τ∑
t=0
G(ϕtx) (82)
which realizes its expectations 〈·〉 as time-averages for almost every randomly chosen initial
point x ∈ M. We took here discrete time t and ϕtx is the point at time t after t-fold
composition of ϕ. When phase space is contracting under these changes of variables, we
speak about a dissipative dynamics. To have dissipation one must prove (or assume) that
the contraction rate is strictly negative.
For Anosov diffeomorphisms ϕ the SRB distribution is a Gibbs measure for the potential
U(x) = − log ||Dϕ|Eu(x)||
where Eu(x) is the unstable subspace of the tangent space at the point x. The antisymmetric
part of that potential under time-reversal gives (minus) the phase space contraction rate
σ(x) = − log ||Dϕ(x)|| in state x, which is formally identified with entropy production
rate, [127, 128]. Time-averages of that entropy production rate as in (82) give the mean
or stationary entropy production rate, and fluctuation theorems study symmetries in their
fluctuations. The stationary “entropy production” is also given by “the sum of the positive
Lyapunov exponents for the forward minus the sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents for
the time-reversed dynamics,” which is∑
i
λ+ϕ (i)−
∑
i
λ+ϕ−1(i) =
∑
i
[λ+ϕ (i) +
∑
i
λ−ϕ (i)]
the sum of (all) the Lyapunov exponents; see [128–130].
The question we pose here is whether the above thermodynamic analogue (formalism) for
dynamical systems has a kinetic extension to include the frenetic contribution. The frenesy
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in the stationary condition is then supposed to correspond likewise, to
〈D〉
t
→
∑
i
λ+ϕ (i) +
∑
i
λ+ϕ−1(i) =
∑
i
[λ+ϕ (i)−
∑
i
λ−ϕ (i)]
the sum of positive minus the sum of negative Lyapunov exponents. That will of course
change under perturbations of the dynamics ϕ, giving rise to excess frenesy as usual. We
are not aware of explicit studies, e.g. in linear response theory around SRB-measures which
has been investigated in much mathematical detail [131, 132], that identify or confirm that
suggested frenetic contribution in physical examples.
Let us finally refer to a collection of work over the last decade in open dynamical systems.
There, a central quantity indeed is the escape rate. One considers a “hole,” which is a positive
measure subset of the phase space. For ergodic dynamical systems, trajectories eventually
leak out and escape rates tell us how the survival probability decays asymptotically in time.
What is new is to ask how the finiteness and the position of the hole may matter, and how
survival and hitting probabilities behave for finite times. In [133] it was shown that for very
chaotic systems (the most uniformly hyperbolic dynamic) escape rates are indeed generally
different for different holes and relations between corresponding survival probabilities can
be established for all moments of time. We refer to [134] for the first rigorous results in the
mathematical theory of finite time dynamics of (strongly) chaotic systems.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
There are few experimental papers up to now that explicitly look at the frenetic contri-
bution in nonequilibrium set-ups. Yet, with today’s possibilities of trajectory visualization,
image analysis and data selection, and with many refined technologies (e.g. via optical
tweezers) to manipulate probes on the mesoscopic level, the experimental challenge of
measuring frenesy is there to be met.
A first paper is [80] where a driven Brownian particle in a toroidal optical trap is
studied for its linear response of the potential energy. It is proven there that the frenetic
contribution to the response is independently (or separately) measurable. It was the first
paper to show the experimental feasibility of the entropic–frenetic dichotomy in the study of
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the linear response of nonequilibrium micron-sized systems with a small number of degrees
of freedom immersed in simple fluids.
The paper [110] uses the theory of linear response around nonequilibria to probe active
forces in living cells. That is an inverse use of the response theory in Section V, where by
measuring the force, one obtains the correlation between force and displacement which is
exactly the frenetic part in (67).
The challenge of measuring the frenetic contribution in second order response around
equilibrium was taken in [79]. It is concerned with a colloidal particle in an anharmonic
potential. The trajectory of the particle is measured using the method of total internal
reflection microscopy. The perturbation is a light force on the particle.
Finally, in [135] the typical problem is addressed of getting “enough” kinetic information
in many-body systems to evaluate e.g. the frenetic contribution. The context is again that
of nonlinear response theory around equilibrium but now applied to many–body systems.
Issues of coarse-graining and hidden variables are obviously not only relevant for comparing
theory with experimental results; such problems take place in simulation and numerical
studies as well.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
As the possibilities of observation and manipulation of mesoscopic kinetics are growing
sensationally, new demands are made for the theory to summarize more systematically the
relevant dynamical ensembles. Those ensembles are specified by an action on path-space,
giving the weight of the various possible paths, i.e., of the trajectories of the considered
dynamical variables. The most immediate and relevant decomposition of the action appears
to be in antisymmetric and symmetric parts with respect to the time-reversal transformation
on system trajectories. Under local detailed balance the antisymmetric part in the action
relates to the entropy flux (per kB) into the environment, and has been studied mostly from
the point of view of thermodynamics on path-space. Entropy production provides then a
precise measure of time-reversal breaking. The time-symmetric part however complements
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that analysis in essential ways, especially outside the close-to-equilibrium regime. It is
therefore useful to name it and to see its role and appearance in response and fluctuation
theory. This review on frenesy has sketched the main instances of that analysis mostly in
the context of ideal systems, neglecting interesting issues of collective behavior and phase
transitions.
We conclude that progress in nonequilibrium physics will also depend on the identifica-
tion of time-symmetric parameters and time-symmetric (path-)observables. Their role and
nature are essential and in fact connect with older ambitions of kinetic theory. For biological
processes for example, frenesy may give then a new meaning to the out-dated concept of vis
viva, as the dynamical time-symmetric activity in open systems. The concept of effective
temperature may be seen as a multiplicative abbreviation in an effective Kubo formula for
incorporating the (additive) frenetic contribution in linear response theory.
The previous two sections already contained an outlook to the theory of dynamical systems
and to experimental validation. Future experiments will decide on the operational value of
frenesy, complementing the 19th century concept of entropy and its relation with heat and
work. That is certainly a challenge for the study of quantum systems as well. There also
however much can be hoped from a trajectory-based physics to formulate fluctuation and
response relations, and to understand quantum frenetic aspects. After all, we would spec-
ulate that the quantum influence on nonequilibrium phenomena may be most pronounced
in the time-symmetric fluctuation sector. As a final outlook and question, still for weakly
interacting components, we wonder about the role of dynamical activity in learning and
pattern recognition. By relying on gradient flow in free energy landscapes, the largest part
of neuro-computational models do not typically use realistic biologically-plausible processes,
while time “in our brain” is probably again nothing but movement; see e.g. [136] for a recent
and workable encoding of time in a neural network.
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